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^	Metcalf,	Mitch	(February	19,	2020).	During	the	day	of	filming,	the	crew	took	advantage	of	low	cloud	to	naturally	hide	the	Grand	Tetons	in	the	background;	this	allowed	them	to	avoid	using	digital	technology	to	remove	the	landmark	in	post-production.[70]	For	the	preceding	scene	of	Jesse	making	his	final	exchanges	with	Ed	Galbraith	in	the	parking
lot	outside	of	Haines,	filming	occurred	at	the	Sandia	Crest,	a	ridgeline	at	the	high	point	of	the	Sandia	Mountains	which	overlooks	Albuquerque.[71]	Secrecy	Bryan	Cranston's	cameo	as	Walter	White	was	filmed	in	absolute	secrecy	during	his	two-day	break	from	the	Broadway	play	Network.	Neil	and	Jesse	bargain	over	the	cash	and	Neil	agrees	to	let
Jesse	take	a	third.	The	enhanced	budget	and	filming	schedule	provided	Gilligan	a	chance	to	capture	scenes	outside	of	Albuquerque,	something	he	wanted	but	could	not	do	during	Breaking	Bad.[2]	One	such	location	included	the	Painted	Desert	in	Arizona,	where	filming	occurred	for	the	scene	of	Jesse	and	Todd	burying	Todd's	housekeeper.[13]	Gilligan
had	the	idea	of	shooting	in	the	region	after	multiple	helicopter	trips	between	California	and	Albuquerque,	noting	the	landscape	for	its	natural	beauty.	Vogue	India.	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	28,	2021.	Fienberg	called	Gilligan	"a	precise	and	complicated	visual	stylist	...	ComingSoon.net.	^	Rowles,	Dustin	(February	2,	2019).	^	Seitz,	Matt	Zoller
(October	11,	2019).	Time.	Retrieved	July	31,	2021.	^	a	b	Greene,	Steve	(September	20,	2020).	Gilligan	thought	about	the	suggestion	for	a	couple	of	weeks	and	eventually	agreed.	Retrieved	July	2,	2020.	Retrieved	June	7,	2020.	"The	Latest	'El	Camino'	Teaser	Brings	Back	Another	'Breaking	Bad'	Character".	^	McNary,	Dave	(December	5,	2019).	^	a	b
Birnbaum,	Debra	(April	5,	2017).	^	a	b	Grouchnikov,	Kirill	(December	15,	2019).	The	Playlist.	"Guns	of	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	11,	2022.	To	help	receive	dailies,	production	used	FotoKem,	who	did	the	same	work	on	both	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul.	^	Blisten,	Jon	(October	21,	2019).	GQ.	"Emmy
nominations	snubs	and	surprises	2020".	Gilligan	worried	about	introducing	a	new	character	not	seen	in	Breaking	Bad,	but	also	called	it	"Drama	101"	to	include	Neil	as	he	gave	Jesse	a	villain	he	could	prevail	against	and	provided	the	film	with	more	visceral	flair.[18]	Peter	Gould	and	the	Better	Call	Saul	writing	staff	regularly	consulted	Gilligan	as	he
composed	the	screenplay.	^	Tallerico,	Blake	(October	11,	2019).	"El	Camino:	Breaking	Bad	Easter	Eggs	and	Reference	Guide".	^	The	Ringer	Staff	(October	14,	2019).	Benjamin,	Kevin	Valentine	and	Stacey	Michaels	Nominated	September	19,	2020[b]	Outstanding	Sound	Editing	for	a	Limited	Series,	Movie,	or	Special	Kurt	Nicholas	Forshager,	Todd
Toon,	Kathryn	Madsen,	Jane	Boegel,	Luke	Gibleon,	Jason	Tregoe	Newman,	Bryant	J.	"El	Camino	adds	no	redemption	to	Breaking	Bad,	but	ups	the	insight	into	Jesse	Pinkman".	"Haines	cameos	in	Breaking	Bad	movie".	Retrieved	September	18,	2019.	you	might	have	wondered,	'What	will	happen	to	Jesse	Pinkman	next?'	It's	not	even	that	Vince	Gilligan
answering	that	question	was	a	bad	idea.	Sound	&	Picture.	Retrieved	December	4,	2019.	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	had	its	world	premiere	on	October	7,	2019,	at	the	Regency	Village	Theatre	in	Los	Angeles,	with	multiple	cast	members	from	the	film,	Breaking	Bad,	and	Better	Call	Saul	in	attendance.[36][135]	Netflix	digitally	released	the	film	on
October	11,	2019.[29]	El	Camino	also	received	a	limited	theatrical	release	from	October	11	to	13	in	the	United	States.[136]	It	later	premiered	on	AMC	television	on	February	16,	2020,	following	a	complete	marathon	of	the	series	on	the	network.[137]	On	the	day	of	El	Camino's	release,	Robert	Forster,	who	played	Ed	in	both	the	series	and	film,	died	of
complications	from	brain	cancer,	at	the	age	of	78.[138]	Among	others	throughout	Hollywood,	the	cast	and	crew	of	Breaking	Bad	paid	tribute	to	him.[71][139][140]	According	to	Aaron	Paul,	Forster	watched	the	film	before	his	passing:	"he	was	so	proud	of	it	and	of	me.	Retrieved	October	10,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	13,	2020.
Archived	from	the	original	on	December	5,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	March	22,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	8,	2020.	"Saturn	Awards	Nominations:	'Star	Wars:	Rise	Of	Skywalker',	'Tenet',	'Walking	Dead',	'Outlander'	Lead	List".	Retrieved	March	28,	2022.	Retrieved	September	21,	2020.	"Dave	Porter:	The	Musical	Architect	of
Walter	White	and	Saul	Goodman".	^	a	b	Couch,	Aaron	(October	8,	2019).	BBC.	"'El	Camino'	Is	an	Ideal	Epilogue	to	a	Perfect	Ending,	Not	Another	Chapter	of	'Breaking	Bad'".	"Aaron	Paul	on	Revisiting	His	'Old	Friend'	Jesse	Pinkman	in	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	^	Mitovich,	Matt	Webb	(January	7,	2020).	Gilligan	subsequently	decided	not	to
use	the	letter	to	conclude	Jesse's	story,	and	the	voice-over	would	never	end	up	being	recorded.[40][46]	Paul	agreed	with	Gilligan's	decision,	but	mentioned	he	felt	"crushed"	it	did	not	appear	in	the	final	cut.[27]	He	shared	his	hopes	that	the	letter's	contents	will	eventually	be	revealed	to	the	public,	and	later	mentioned	he	retained	possession	of	the
letter	after	filming	finished.[45][46]	Gilligan	wrote	the	scene	of	Walter	and	Jesse	sitting	in	the	diner	in	a	light-hearted	tone,	with	the	intention	of	providing	one	last	chance	to	see	the	two	characters	together	as	a	final	treat	for	the	fans.	TV	Insider.	He’s	moving	to	a	very	small	place	in	Alaska,	so	he	doesn’t	need	all	that	much	money.	Retrieved	February
16,	2022.	the	conception	of	Breaking	Bad	as	a	modern	Western	has	never	been	so	clearly	articulated	and	executed".	"Sunday	Cable	Ratings:	'Breaking	Bad'	Wins	Big,	'Talking	Bad',	'Homeland',	'Boardwalk	Empire','Masters	of	Sex'	&	More".	Retrieved	June	11,	2020.	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'	Review:	Well-Executed,	But	Unnecessary".	^	a	b	c
d	Gallagher,	Caitlin	(October	10,	2019).	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	18,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on	July	22,	2020.	"'El	Camino'	Review:	A	Riveting	Goodbye	to	'Breaking	Bad'".	^	Fuster,	Jeremy	(October	17,	2019).	Business	Insider.	Archived	from	the	original	on	July	29,	2019.	"Emmy	Predictions	2020:	Outstanding	Television	Movie	–
Netflix	Has	Four	Of	Five	Nominees	Including	'El	Camino'	But	Is	This	Breaking	'Bad	Education'	For	HBO?".	For	the	first,	Rhee,	who	worked	as	the	production	designer	on	Better	Call	Saul's	fourth	season,	arranged	the	set	to	reflect	the	duality	of	Todd's	character.	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	22,	2019.	Retrieved	October	11,	2019.	^	Spiegel,
Josh	(October	11,	2019).	"Review:	El	Camino	Transforms	Breaking	Bad's	Jesse	Pinkman	Into	an	Action	Hero	for	the	Ages".	Retrieved	July	24,	2019.	"Aaron	Paul	on	the	El	Camino	deleted	scene	he	"fought"	to	keep	in	the	final	movie".	Jesse	agrees,	and	when	Neil	reaches	for	his	gun,	Jesse	shoots	him	with	the	Hammerless,	which	was	concealed	in	his
jacket	pocket.	Retrieved	July	19,	2021.	^	Crist,	Allison;	Keegan,	Rebecca;	Gardner,	Chris;	Howard,	Annie	(January	18,	2020).	^	a	b	Jacobsen,	Jacob	(June	15,	2020).	^	a	b	c	d	Sepinwall,	Alan	(October	14,	2019).	The	Times.	"Writers	Guild	Unveils	2020	TV	Award	Nominees".	Retrieved	July	14,	2021.	"Aaron	Paul	on	the	Ending—and	the	Cameos—of	El
Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	E!	News.	"El	Camino	Gives	Breaking	Bad	Fans	Exactly	What	They	Want".	"Looking	at	El	Camino:	An	Interview	with	Dave	Porter".	"'El	Camino'	Composer	Cooks	Up	His	Thoughts	On	Revisiting	The	'Breaking	Bad'	Finale".	Producers	Guild	of	America.	"Breaking	Bad:	El	Camino	alternate	ending	revealed	where	Jesse	tries
to	propose	to	Jane".	"Vince	Gilligan	on	the	Possibility	of	More	'Breaking	Bad'-Inspired	Movies".	Pushing	Pixels.	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	15,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	13,	2021.	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	5,	2020.	^	a	b	c	d	e	f	g	h	i	j	k	Snierson,	Dan	(October	15,	2019).	Retrieved	October	27,	2019.	"The	Breaking
Bad	Movie	Almost	Had	a	Very	Different	Ending".	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	3,	2013.	The	Los	Angeles	Times.	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	30,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	23,	2020.	"Snow	Globe:	A	Breaking	Bad	Short	Gives	Us	More	of	Todd	from	El	Camino".	Vince	Gilligan,	the	creator	and	showrunner	of	Breaking	Bad,
had	the	idea	for	El	Camino	while	writing	the	series	finale	"Felina".	^	a	b	c	d	Raftery,	Brian	(October	1,	2019).	Retrieved	March	16,	2020.	^	Evangelista,	Chris	(September	29,	2019).	Retrieved	October	29,	2021.	Schnauz	reasoned	with	Gilligan	that	Breaking	Bad	essentially	focused	on	Walter	White's	story,	whereas	the	film	and	its	title	should	be	unique
to	reflect	that	they	centered	on	Jesse	Pinkman.	"'El	Camino'	movie	on	Netflix	lives	up	to	'Breaking	Bad'	standards".	^	a	b	c	Snierson,	Dan	(October	11,	2019).	To	save	himself,	Jesse	reveals	he	found	the	cash.	^	Halterman,	Jim	(October	23,	2019).	The	Hollywood	Reporter.	Sight	&	Sound.	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	13,	2020.	^	Mack,	David
(October	24,	2019).	Retrieved	October	14,	2021.	"Vince	Gilligan's	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	Headed	To	Netflix	&	AMC".	Retrieved	August	26,	2020.	"Aaron	Paul	on	'Dual'	and	Guest-Starring	on	'Better	Call	Saul'".	"Robert	Forster,	Oscar-Nommed	Star	of	'Jackie	Brown,'	Dies	at	78".	Chilkat	Valley	News.	Uproxx.	Retrieved	June	18,	2020.	"Aaron	Paul
interview	—	how	drugs	and	crime	paid	off	for	the	star	of	El	Camino	and	Breaking	Bad".	Retrieved	August	22,	2019.	Retrieved	October	13,	2020.	"Aaron	Paul	Revealed	The	Touching	Response	To	His	"BoJack"	Character's	Sexuality".	Archived	from	the	original	on	July	19,	2021.	Producer	Melissa	Bernstein	suggested	adding	a	bit	more	poignancy	to	the
scene	to	let	it	resonate	further	with	the	audience.[12]	Gilligan	left	most	of	the	scene	from	the	original	script	intact,	but	he	and	Bernstein	came	up	with	the	line	"You're	really	lucky,	you	know	that?	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	10,	2019.	Retrieved	February	19,	2021.	^	a	b	c	Snierson,	Dan	(October	15,	2019).	December	2,	2019.	"Jesse	Plemons
Says	He	Would	'Lie	to	Strangers	Repeatedly'	About	Filming	'El	Camino'".	"'Breaking	Bad'	Fans	Weigh	in	on	Upcoming	Netflix	Movie	'El	Camino'".	^	Fisher,	Neil	(August	17,	2019).	^	Couch,	Aaron;	Wigler,	Josh	(October	13,	2019).	^	France,	Lisa	Respers	(November	8,	2018).	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	9,	2019.	Retrieved	October	26,
2019.	^	Davids,	Brian	(September	30,	2021).	^	"El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	That	was	something	we	were	definitely	after."	Dave	Porter,	El	Camino	composer[95]	To	arrange	El	Camino's	score,	production	retained	the	use	of	composer	Dave	Porter,	who	created	the	music	for	every	season	of	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul	up	to	that	point.
[95]	Arriving	later	into	the	production	process,	Porter	estimated	spending	six	to	eight	weeks	composing	the	score,	a	much	longer	timetable	compared	to	the	three	to	four	days	per	episode	for	the	two	series.[96][97]	Given	the	lengthier	production	schedule,	Gilligan	appeared	more	frequently	in	the	studio	to	listen	to	Porter's	score	and	exchange	ideas,
something	he	had	never	done	during	Breaking	Bad.[98]	Porter	in	turn	felt	he	had	more	resources	to	add	nuance	to	El	Camino's	music	and	worked	with	Gilligan	to	achieve	a	cinematic	sound	which	could	also	establish	its	own	identity.[99]	Porter	approached	the	film	sequentially	when	composing	the	score,	a	method	he	described	as	unique	to	his	usual
process.[100]	He	arranged	the	music	in	the	beginning	of	the	film	to	resemble	that	of	an	episode	of	Breaking	Bad	before	gradually	sounding	unique	to	Jesse.[101]	Similar	to	his	work	on	both	series,	his	score	used	a	mix	of	electronic	sounds	and	live	instrumentation.[22]	When	noting	the	biggest	differences	between	scoring	Breaking	Bad	and	El	Camino,
Porter	mentioned	that	while	the	series	shifted	between	multiple	interwoven	storylines,	the	film	focused	on	a	singular	arc	–	the	trials	of	Jesse,	who	he	considered	the	"moral	thread"	of	the	series.[100][101]	This	more	linear	storytelling	presented	Porter	the	opportunity	to	further	explore	Jesse's	state	of	mind	and	experiment	with	his	sound.[101]	He
described	El	Camino's	contents	and	resulting	score	as	more	"cerebral"	and	"psychological",	rather	than	relying	on	"fast-paced	adrenaline".[99]	When	preparing	his	score,	Porter	rewatched	the	series	in	order	to	select	musical	cues	he	could	revisit	for	El	Camino.[99]	Many	of	the	returning	locations	and	characters	received	updated	themes;	Porter	cited
the	scenes	with	the	compound,	Jane	Margolis	and	Ed	Galbraith	as	examples.[102][99]	However,	to	differentiate	the	flashback	scenes	from	the	scenes	set	in	the	present,	Porter	tried	to	replicate	the	less	cinematic	sounds	from	the	original	series	as	closely	as	possible.	Netflix.	^	Lawrence,	Derek	(October	16,	2019).	"'Better	Call	Saul'	Season	Premiere
Recap:	'Magic	Man'".	Archived	from	the	original	on	March	22,	2019.	^	a	b	Fienberg,	Daniel	(October	11,	2019).	Retrieved	July	1,	2019.	Esquire.	Retrieved	March	17,	2020.	"Go	Behind	the	Scenes	of	the	Making	of	'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'	in	New	Netflix	Documentary".	"The	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	Is	Currently	Shooting	in	Familiar	Locations".
"Vince	Gilligan	pays	tribute	to	Robert	Forster	and	how	he	did	big	little	things	in	El	Camino".	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	24,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	6,	2020.	^	Brennan,	Matt	(October	14,	2019).	Retrieved	October	15,	2019.	He	recovers	Neil's	cash	and	departs	after	setting	an	explosion	to	cover	his	tracks.	Certain	cast
members	were	approached	for	the	film	without	knowing	it	was	for	a	Breaking	Bad	continuation,	and	some	kept	that	fact	secret	from	their	families	when	production	began.[72][49]	Only	near	the	start	of	shooting	did	rumors	float	that	a	Breaking	Bad	film	began	development,	with	Paul	returning	as	Jesse.[73][74]	Bryan	Cranston,	who	starred	as	Walter
White	on	the	series,	confirmed	the	project	in	an	interview	but	said	he	had	not	seen	a	script,	although	he	showed	interest	in	participating	if	Gilligan	called	for	it.[75]	Cranston	indeed	appeared	in	El	Camino,	flying	to	Albuquerque	in	a	private	jet	to	shoot	his	scenes	within	the	span	of	36	hours.[12]	At	the	time	he	starred	in	the	Broadway	production
Network,	a	role	for	which	he	eventually	won	the	Tony	Award	for	Best	Leading	Actor,	but	used	a	two-day	break	in	January	for	filming.[76][77]	As	Cranston	had	grown	his	hair	out	since	the	series	ended,	the	makeup	team	used	a	bald	cap	and	fake	moustache	to	help	him	achieve	the	appearance	of	Walter	White,	with	additional	visual	effects	added	during
post-production	to	perfect	his	look.[78][79]	Filming	for	the	diner	scene	occurred	first,	with	the	set	containing	only	crew	members	and	their	families	serving	as	extras	in	order	to	keep	the	shoot	confidential.[76]	Despite	the	enclosed	filming	location,	numerous	locals	spotted	the	show's	iconic	RV	in	the	parking	lot	of	the	diner,	but	the	crew	used	the
excuse	that	they	were	shooting	a	commercial	for	a	Breaking	Bad	tour	to	deflect	attention.[13]	Cranston	shot	the	hallway	scene	the	next	day	then	immediately	returned	to	the	airport,	arriving	in	New	York	in	time	to	perform	that	same	evening.[76][79]	To	prevent	paparazzi	photos,	Cranston	heavily	disguised	himself	when	escorted	from	and	throughout
the	set.[76]	When	filming	completed	for	the	day,	Cranston	and	Paul	were	told	to	avoid	seeing	each	other.[55]	Similar	measures	were	taken	to	ensure	that	news	of	filming	did	not	reach	the	locals,	with	cast	and	crew	under	tight	restrictions	about	what	they	could	say	about	the	project.[2]	Cast	members	wore	large	cloaks	to	disguise	their	identities	when
heading	to	the	set	or	when	shooting	outside	in	public	places,	and	each	of	their	characters	were	given	code	names.[80][81][82]	When	off	the	set,	the	cast	could	not	see	one	another,	and	when	recognized	they	would	lie	that	they	were	working	on	the	film.[55][83][84]	By	the	time	the	media	began	making	a	connection	between	Greenbrier	and	Breaking
Bad,	filming	had	mostly	been	completed.[29]	After	news	broke	that	the	film	would	be	a	Breaking	Bad	sequel,	representatives	for	AMC,	Netflix	and	Sony	Pictures	TV	all	declined	to	comment	regarding	the	project's	existence.[85]	Paul	remained	coy	about	its	status,	claiming	in	an	interview	that	he	had	not	heard	anything	regarding	a	Breaking	Bad	movie
even	though	filming	had	wrapped	a	month	earlier.[86]	Filming	of	Better	Call	Saul's	fifth	season	took	place	shortly	after	El	Camino	finished	shooting	to	take	advantage	of	the	assembled	crew.	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'	Recap:	Jesse	Pinkman	Is	Born	Again".	The	New	York	Times.	TVLine.	"'Joker,'	'Once	Upon	a	Time	in	Hollywood'	Dominate
Sound	Editors'	Golden	Reel	Noms".	Benjamin,	Kevin	Valentine,	Greg	Hayes,	Chris	Navarro	and	Stacey	Michaels	Nominated	[181][182]	Critics'	Choice	Television	Awards	January	12,	2020	Best	Movie	Made	for	Television	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	Won	[183][171]	Best	Supporting	Actor	in	a	Movie/Miniseries	Jesse	Plemons	Nominated	Directors
Guild	of	America	Awards	January	25,	2020	Outstanding	Directing	–	Movies	for	Television	and	Limited	Series	Vince	Gilligan[a]	Nominated	[184][185]	Golden	Reel	Awards	January	19,	2020	Outstanding	Achievement	in	Sound	Editing	–	Single	Presentation	Kurt	Nicholas	Forshager,	Todd	Toon,	Kathryn	Madsen,	Jane	Boegel,	Luke	Gibleon,	Jason	Tregoe
Newman,	Bryant	J.	Rolling	Stone.	^	Wigler,	Josh	(October	15,	2019).	^	a	b	Porter,	Rick	(October	17,	2019).	The	date	listed	next	to	each	Emmy	category	denotes	when	the	corresponding	award	was	given.[187]	Future	Both	Vince	Gilligan	and	Aaron	Paul	regarded	El	Camino	as	the	proper	conclusion	to	Jesse	Pinkman's	story,	with	neither	having
immediate	plans	for	a	sequel	after	the	film's	release.[70][195]	Speculating	on	Jesse's	new	life	in	Haines,	Alaska	following	the	events	of	El	Camino,	Gilligan	surmised	that	Jesse	"would	enjoy	the	brewery	and	maybe	get	a	job	with	the	ski	manufacturer	...	"Critics'	Choice	Awards:	'Once	Upon	A	Time	In	Hollywood'	Wins	Best	Picture,	Netflix	And	HBO
Among	Top	Honorees	–	Full	Winners	List".	Retrieved	July	12,	2021.	"Aaron	Paul	Addresses	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	Reports:	'It	Has	to	Star	Jesse'".	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	10,	2019.	^	Beresford,	Trilby;	Crist,	Allison;	Chuba,	Kirsten;	Lewis,	Hilary	(February	1,	2020).	With	his	script	in	hand,	Gilligan	then	selectively	shopped	the	film	to	a
few	potential	distributors,	settling	on	Netflix	and	AMC	due	to	their	history	with	the	show.	^	O'Brien,	Rebecca	(May	13,	2020).	Pete	and	Badger	give	Jesse	the	money	Walter	gave	them,[N	3]	and	Badger	drives	south	in	the	Thunderbird	so	it	appears	Jesse	headed	to	Mexico.	Retrieved	December	30,	2020.	Awards	Daily.	Academy	of	Television	Arts	&
Sciences.	Jesse	briefly	acquires	Todd’s	gun,	but	Todd	talks	him	out	of	shooting.	Retrieved	December	8,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	16,	2020.	/Film.	^	Stolworthy,	Jacob	(October	18,	2019).	The	initial	living	room	seemed	sunny,	meticulous	and	clean,	reflective	of	Todd's	exterior	"Boy	Scout"	personality,	and	appeared	decorated	with	a
childlike	Easter	egg	palette	to	give	a	sense	of	his	arrested	development.	and	this	might	be	a	good	time	to	properly	relish	what	an	odd	and	awful	guy	Todd	was".[155]	Vince	Gilligan's	direction	similarly	received	praise.	^	Bojalad,	Alec	(October	14,	2019).	^	a	b	Couch,	Aaron	(October	12,	2019).	"'Breaking	Bad'	Universe	Collides	at	'El	Camino'
Premiere".	Filming	for	the	subsequent	exterior	sequence	of	Todd	letting	Jesse	out	of	his	confinement	happened	on	location;	production	found	an	existing	Quonset	hut	in	downtown	Albuquerque	and	built	a	slightly	smaller	scale	cage	next	to	it	in	order	to	match	the	original	site	from	the	series.[64]	For	the	rebuilt	compound	laboratory,	the	set	reused	a
majority	of	the	original	props,	notably	the	cooking	vessel	Walter	White	touched	shortly	before	he	died	in	Breaking	Bad's	final	scene.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	11,	2020.	Retrieved	August	22,	2021.	He	described	his	main	goal	in	designing	the	film's	sound	as	wanting	to	link	back	to	the	score	used	in	the	series,	but	in	a	manner	that	it	would
not	feel	jarring	or	out	of	place.[99]	For	this	reason,	Porter	chose	not	to	make	any	musical	references	to	the	original	Breaking	Bad	theme	song;	he	felt	it	represented	Walter	White's	journey	and	did	not	fit	in	a	story	primarily	about	Jesse.[102]	Mondo	issued	an	official	soundtrack	on	October	14,	2020,	nearly	a	full	year	after	the	film's	release.	"Dave
Porter".	"Composer	Dave	Porter	on	Scoring	'El	Camino'	and	the	Entire	'Breaking	Bad'	Universe".	Gilligan's	girlfriend	Holly	Rice	advised	against	this	ending,	saying	fans	would	not	appreciate	seeing	Jesse	incarcerated	after	all	he	had	been	through.[27]	He	received	similar	feedback	when	separately	pitching	ideas	for	the	film	with	the	writing	staff	of
Better	Call	Saul,	a	Breaking	Bad	spin-off	also	created	by	Gilligan	that	still	aired	at	the	time.	"'Breaking	Bad'	Creator	Vince	Gilligan	on	'El	Camino'	and	Rooting	for	Jesse	Pinkman".	ProVideoCoalition.	Archived	from	the	original	on	November	24,	2020.	"Will	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	'El	Camino'	Influence	the	End	of	'Better	Call	Saul'?".	^	Hammond,	Pete
(September	10,	2020).	The	new	set	recreated	the	interior	of	Jesse's	cage	for	the	initial	scenes	of	Jesse	in	captivity	and	seeing	Todd	through	the	steel	grate.	just	bad".	Charles	Baker	reprised	the	role	in	the	public's	first	glimpse	of	the	film.[109]	Though	the	scene	was	not	used	in	the	final	cut,	some	critics	noted	after	the	premiere	of	the	its	significance	in
El	Camino's	chronology,	speculating	that	it	likely	took	place	shortly	after	Jesse	and	Skinny	Pete	parted	ways.[8][111]	Baker	later	revealed	the	original	script	did	not	include	the	teaser	trailer's	scene.[112]	Netflix	released	its	first	trailer	on	September	10,	2019,	which	solely	consisted	of	Breaking	Bad	clips	set	to	a	cover	of	"Enchanted"[N	9]	by	Chloe	x
Halle.[114]	A	second	teaser,	which	featured	Jesse	sitting	in	the	El	Camino	and	listening	to	news	reports	of	the	prior	events	of	the	series	on	the	radio,	debuted	during	the	71st	Primetime	Emmy	Awards	ceremony	on	September	22,	2019.[115]	A	full	trailer	premiered	on	September	24,	2019,	which	gave	viewers	their	first	full	look	of	clips	from	El	Camino
accompanied	by	the	song	"Black	Water"	by	Reuben	and	the	Dark.[116][117]	Before	El	Camino's	premiere,	Netflix	released	two	more	promotional	videos	that	used	new	footage	from	the	film	or	the	set:	a	teaser	clip	of	Old	Joe	speaking	with	Jesse	on	the	phone	and	a	two-minute	behind-the-scenes	featurette.[118][119]	Netflix	later	released	an	extended
13-minute	behind-the-scenes	featurette	titled	The	Road	to	El	Camino	on	October	29,	2019.[120]	The	Countdown	to	El	Camino	/	Waiting	with	Huell	Before	the	release	of	El	Camino,	the	Twitter	accounts	of	Breaking	Bad	and	Samsung	US	shared	a	countdown.[121]	Titled	The	Countdown	to	El	Camino,	the	promotion	resulted	from	Samsung's	partnership
with	Netflix.[122]	The	countdown	would	also	be	available	as	a	62-hour	livestream	on	Samsung	televisions	prior	to	the	film's	release.[123]	The	campaign	saw	the	return	of	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul	character	Huell	Babineaux,	with	Lavell	Crawford	reprising	the	role.[121]	Throughout	the	countdown,	Huell	appeared	in	several	short	video
interludes	of	him	sitting	impatiently	in	a	safe	house,[N	10]	loafing	around	or	watching	the	news.[124][125]	Upon	the	countdown's	conclusion,	a	video	showed	of	Huell	leaving	the	safe	house.[126]	The	character	ultimately	did	not	appear	in	El	Camino,	but	many	remarked	that	the	promotion	answered	a	question	long	posed	by	fans	of	Huell's	fate	after
Breaking	Bad	ended.[121][124][125]	Over	3.5	million	viewers	watched	the	livestream	before	the	film's	release.	He	approached	Paul	with	the	idea	for	the	film	in	2017,	near	the	tenth	anniversary	of	the	show's	premiere,	and	completed	the	script	several	months	later.	"Aaron	Paul	breaks	down	El	Camino,	surprise	reunions,	and	if	he'll	play	Jesse	again".
"'Breaking	Bad'	Star	on	Secret	'El	Camino'	Role:	"It	Just	Felt	Classic"".	"Exclusive:	The	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	Will	Be	a	Sequel	Following	Jesse	After	the	Series	Finale,	Aaron	Paul	to	Return".	^	Montgomery,	Daniel	(January	18,	2020).	Consequence	of	Sound.	^	a	b	c	d	e	Wood,	Jennifer	(October	15,	2019).	Retrieved	October	23,	2019.	^	Greene,	Steve
(October	11,	2019).	"'SNL,'	Dave	Chappelle,	and	'Maisel'	Top	List	of	Creative	Arts	Emmys'	Final	Night	Winners".	TheWrap.	Metacritic.	Retrieved	March	17,	2019.	November	5,	2019.	Variety.	the	balance	needs	to	be	just	right	and,	fortunately,	creator	Vince	Gilligan	has	nailed	it	with	El	Camino".[161]	While	many	critics	found	El	Camino	enjoyable,	some
also	saw	it	as	inessential	to	the	overall	arc	of	the	series.	The	campaign	earned	Bronze	Distinction	in	Television	for	the	12th	Annual	Shorty	Awards	and	the	Bronze	Award	for	Branded	Entertainment	&	Content	for	the	2020	Clio	Awards.[127][128]	Snow	Globe:	A	Breaking	Bad	Short	In	conjunction	with	the	television	premiere	of	El	Camino	on	AMC,	the
network	released	a	three-minute	short	film	Snow	Globe:	A	Breaking	Bad	Short	on	its	official	YouTube	account	on	February	17,	2020.[129]	The	short,	directed	by	Eric	Schmidt	and	written	by	Melissa	Ng,	stars	Jesse	Plemons	as	Todd	with	Laura	Fraser	providing	her	voice	as	Lydia	Rodarte-Quayle.[130][131]	Taking	place	at	some	point	before	the	events
of	the	film,	the	short	features	Todd	assembling	a	custom	snow	globe	which	includes	his	and	Lydia's	likenesses	and	little	floating	Stevia	packets,	as	he	tries	to	call	her	to	ask	her	on	a	date.[132][133]	El	Camino	previously	featured	the	same	snow	globe	in	the	scene	when	Casey	inspects	Todd's	bedroom.[134]	Release	El	Camino	marked	one	of	Robert
Forster's	final	appearances,	as	he	died	on	the	same	day	of	the	film's	release.	May	3,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	24,	2020.	^	Goldberg,	Lesley	(November	6,	2018).	Several	actors	involved	in	Breaking	Bad	also	reprised	their	roles,	including	Jesse	Plemons,	Krysten	Ritter,	Charles	Baker,	Matt	Jones,	Robert	Forster,	Jonathan	Banks,	and
Bryan	Cranston.	Using	this	camera	also	meant	El	Camino	would	be	shot	digitally,	as	opposed	to	Breaking	Bad	which	shot	on	35	mm	movie	film.[56]	Production	designer	Judy	Rhee	noted	that	Gilligan	took	advantage	of	his	lens	and	wider	aspect	ratio	to	create	a	more	visually	luxurious	experience	than	the	series,	letting	the	wide	vista	shots	help	meet	El
Camino's	plot	beats	rather	than	employing	more	economic	options	commonly	used	for	television.[57]	Adams	agreed	with	this	opinion,	citing	as	an	example	the	vast	and	empty	space	of	the	Painted	Desert	underscoring	Jesse's	lonely	and	hopeless	state	in	Todd's	captivity.[58]	Gilligan	wanted	El	Camino's	cinematography	to	maintain	the	naturalistic	look
used	on	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul	while	also	expanding	it.	Retrieved	October	20,	2021.	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	23,	2021.	The	Independent.	Muse	by	Clio.	Jesse	departs	in	Badger's	Pontiac	Fiero.	Deadline	Hollywood.	^	Andreeva,	Nellie	(July	28,	2020).	"'El	Camino':	7	Questions	After	the	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie".	Retrieved	August
7,	2021.	^	a	b	Phillips,	David	(May	13,	2020).	Archived	from	the	original	on	July	12,	2021.	^	Rizov,	Vadim	(October	16,	2019).	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	30,	2021.	^	Jeffery,	Morgan	(October	17,	2019).	Retrieved	November	6,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	9,	2021.	^	"Netflix	hosts	'El	Camino'	premiere	in	California".	Archived	from
the	original	on	January	4,	2021.	^	Lattanzio,	Ryan	(December	16,	2019).	Retrieved	October	8,	2021.	One	early	idea	involved	Jesse	hiding	close	to	the	Canadian	border,	getting	lured	back	into	crime	to	help	a	young	woman	in	the	town.	Alan	Sepinwall	of	Rolling	Stone	detailed	that	while	these	scenes	serve	as	a	reminder	of	who	Jesse	used	to	be	and	all
that	he	lost,	"all	three	flashbacks	are	also	about	the	way	that	Jesse	has	been	forced	by	tragic	circumstance	to	grow	up	and	think	more	about	his	place	in	the	universe	and	the	impact	he	has	on	others.	^	Hall,	Jacob	(November	7,	2018).	^	Sharf,	Zack	(September	18,	2019).	"Behold	the	Final	Two	Pages	of	Breaking	Bad's	Finale	Script".	^	Lyons,
Margaret	(October	28,	2013).	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	13,	2020.	^	a	b	Goldrich,	Robert	(June	5,	2020).	Red	Ventures.	He	also	described	Neil	as	being	more	sociopathic	than	Todd,	saying	it	would	take	someone	of	Neil's	caliber	to	create	the	dog	run	that	physically	tethered	Jesse	without	asking	too	many	questions	or	even	caring	about
Jesse's	condition.	Retrieved	October	25,	2020.	And	he’s	going	to	live	a	very	modest	lifestyle.	Cast	See	also:	List	of	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul	characters	Jesse	Plemons,	Krysten	Ritter,	and	Jonathan	Banks	reprised	their	roles	as	Todd	Alquist,	Jane	Margolis,	and	Mike	Ehrmantraut,	respectively.	"El	Camino	gives	the	Breaking	Bad-verse	its	first
redemption	story".	Lou	reports	finding	an	old	note	from	Todd,	and	Casey	distracts	him	by	feigning	interest.	"95	Minutes	With	Aaron	Paul:	The	Breaking	Bad	star	returns	to	his	greatest	role".	"A	Brand	New	'Breaking	Bad'	Short	Gives	Todd's	Snow	Globe	An	Origin	Story".	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	22,	2020.	"I	am	the	one	who	rocks:	El
Camino's	composer	on	bringing	the	Breaking	Bad	saga	to	a	fitting	end".	"Being	one	of	TV's	best	character	actors	suits	Jesse	Plemons	just	fine".	The	Ringer.	"'Breaking	Bad'	coming	to	the	big	screen".	USA	Today.	"'Breaking	Bad'	Gifts	Us	a	Todd-Centric	Short	Before	'Saul'	Season	Premiere".	Hollywood	Life.	October	7,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original
on	March	3,	2021.	^	Sharf,	Zack	(September	10,	2019).	"Aaron	Paul	on	Breaking	Bad	One	More	Time".	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	26,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on	March	23,	2020.	Retrieved	February	24,	2020.	Retrieved	August	3,	2021.	Shoot.	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	14,	2021.	Retrieved	September	24,	2019.	Archived
from	the	original	on	June	10,	2016.	^	"The	Countdown	to	El	Camino	launches	on	Samsung	TV	Plus".	Retrieved	May	9,	2021.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	15,	2020.	He	has	quite	a	bit	of	cash	on	hand.	^	Andreeva,	Nellie;	Patten,	Dominic	(October	12,	2019).	"PGA	Awards:	'1917'	Named	Outstanding	Motion	Picture".	Retrieved	October	1,	2021.
Archived	from	the	original	on	March	16,	2020.	^	a	b	"2020	Primetime	Emmy®	Awards	–	Nomination	Press	Release"	(PDF).	Retrieved	April	29,	2020.	"El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	is	a	Colossal	Waste	of	Time".	Archived	(PDF)	from	the	original	on	July	28,	2020.	^	Weiss,	Josh	(October	16,	2019).	Jesse	expresses	the	desire	to	make	amends	for	past
wrongdoing,	but	Mike	cautions	that	starting	over	would	make	that	impossible.	January	6,	2020.	Retrieved	July	28,	2020.	Retrieved	April	19,	2020.	For	this	reason	Gilligan	created	the	character	Neil	Kandy,	who	he	labeled	"Nazi-adjacent"	due	to	his	prior	business	dealings	with	the	gang.	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	28,	2019.	Retrieved	July
30,	2021.	"Netflix	Confirms	Rumors:	Breaking	Bad	Movie	Will	Be	Released	in	October".	^	a	b	Singh,	Olivia	(October	11,	2019).	Though	Mike	warned	that	starting	over	would	make	it	impossible	to	make	amends,	Jesse	repays	several	emotional	debts	from	the	series	with	rectifying	gestures	throughout	the	film:	giving	a	proper	goodbye	to	his	friends
Badger	and	Skinny	Pete,	apologizing	to	his	parents	one	last	time,	getting	revenge	against	Neil	Kandy	and	Casey,	paying	back	his	(literal)	debt	to	Ed	Galbraith,	and	sending	his	farewell	letter	of	apology	to	Brock	Cantillo.[8]	Placing	his	own	analysis	on	Jesse's	final	duel	with	Neil,	Gilligan	interpreted	the	scene	as	more	than	just	Jesse	getting	the	cash	he
needed	for	his	escape,	but	also	as	a	way	of	"exorcising	demons"	that	plagued	him	from	the	events	of	the	series.	By	the	end	of	El	Camino,	that's	no	longer	the	case".[158]	The	Daily	Beast's	Melissa	Leon	agreed,	saying	that	"Breaking	Bad	creator	Vince	Gilligan's	meditative	neo-western	El	Camino	attaches	a	coda	to	Jesse's	story,	detailing	the	emotional
(and	physical)	scars	Walt	left	him	to	live	with".[159]	Regarding	the	film's	chronology	from	the	preceding	series,	Steve	Greene	of	IndieWire	commented	"though	the	specter	of	Jesse's	former	partners	haunt	El	Camino,	Gilligan	effectively	holds	the	audience's	attention	to	keep	them	focused	on	the	present".[160]	When	comparing	the	film	to	other
franchise	continuation	projects,	Roxanne	Sancto	of	Little	White	Lies	mentioned	that	"movie	spin-offs	[have]	become	a	dangerous	trend	that	often	ends	in	disappointment	...	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	18,	2019.	Retrieved	January	21,	2020.	Jesse	drives	on,	smiling	at	the	prospect	of	a	new	life.	^	a	b	c	d	e	f	g	h	i	j	k	l	Keegan,	Rebecca
(September	18,	2019).	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie':	Netflix	Drops	Behind	the	Scenes	Featurette	–	Watch".	Shorty	Awards.	"Contemporary	Western:	An	Interview	with	Vince	Gilligan".	"El	Camino	proves	that	Breaking	Bad	still	has	some	twists	and	turns	in	it".	"Aaron	Paul	on	Jesse	Pinkman's	'Heartbreaking'	Reunion	With	Walter	White	in	'El
Camino'".	Satellite	Awards.	International	Press	Academy.	^	Roberts,	Andrew	(August	24,	2019).	The	staff	featured	many	writers	from	the	original	series;	Gilligan	originally	served	as	co-showrunner	during	the	early	seasons	before	leaving	the	writers	room	to	focus	on	other	projects.[18][28]	After	the	negative	reception	to	the	concept	of	Jesse	getting
caught	by	authorities,	Gilligan	subsequently	went	with	the	storyline	of	Jesse	escaping	to	Alaska.[27]	The	original	idea	for	continuing	Jesse	Pinkman's	story	began	as	a	short	film	or	"mini-episode"	of	about	15	to	20	minutes.[18]	Realizing	a	short	would	not	be	cost-effective,	Gilligan	opted	to	make	a	full-length	feature	film.[13]	Early	on,	Gilligan	received	a
suggestion	to	alter	his	proposed	title	–	he	initially	thought	about	calling	the	project	'63,	referring	to	its	unofficial	status	as	the	63rd	episode	of	Breaking	Bad.[18]	During	the	meeting	when	Gilligan	pitched	story	ideas	with	the	Better	Call	Saul	staff,	writer	and	executive	producer	Thomas	Schnauz	advised	him	to	change	the	title	to	let	the	film	stand	on	its
own	from	the	original	series.	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	13,	2021.	"El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	review	–	a	tele-finale	for	old	fans'	sake".	"2020	Emmy	Predictions	for	Limited	Series	&	Movies:	Matt	Roush's	Picks".	Series	creator	Vince	Gilligan	wrote,	directed,	and	produced	El	Camino;	Aaron	Paul	reprised	his	role	as	Jesse	Pinkman.	^	a	b
Franich,	Darren	(October	11,	2019).	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	2,	2021.	After	Gould	read	the	first	draft,	he	advised	that	Jane	could	appear	in	the	ending,	"where	it	would	mean	the	most	to	the	audience".	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	2,	2020.	^	Haring,	Bruce	(October	11,	2019).	^	Goldberg,	Lesley	(February	13,	2019).	^	Sancto,
Roxanne	(October	12,	2019).	"'El	Camino'	Might	Have	Beaten	'Joker'	at	Weekend	Box	Office	If	Released	in	Theaters	Nationwide".	^	Nevins,	Bill	(March	27,	2013).	This	version	ended	with	Jesse	in	a	jail	cell	in	the	concluding	scene,	imprisoned	yet	at	peace	for	the	first	time.	El	Camino's	unspecified	budget	surpassed	the	$6	million	budget	per	episode	by
the	end	of	the	show's	final	season.[2]	Writing	Vince	Gilligan,	the	creator	and	showrunner	of	Breaking	Bad,	wrote	and	directed	El	Camino.	Retrieved	October	21,	2019.	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'	Review:	Fan	Service	Firing	on	All	Cylinders".	The	Verge.	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'	Blu-ray	Combo	Pack	Steelbook	Due	Oct.	While	Gilligan
wanted	to	use	the	Haines	Highway	to	shoot	on	location,	production	found	that	option	expensive	and	found	a	similar	setting	outside	of	Jackson,	Wyoming.	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	14,	2022.	New	York,	NY.	^	Agard,	Chancellor	(September	9,	2017).	Film	Music	Central.	^	a	b	c	Snierson,	Dan	(October	14,	2019).	Archived	from	the	original
on	May	15,	2020.	^	Nudd,	Tim	(December	16,	2019).	"How	'El	Camino'	Brought	Back	'Breaking	Bad'	Favorites	Badger	and	Skinny	Pete".	El	Camino	was	held	in	great	secrecy	from	the	pre-production	stages.	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	4,	2021.	^	Feinberg,	Scott	(July	24,	2020).	Driving	off,	Jesse	has	a	flashback	to	his	time	with	Jane	Margolis.[N
8]	He	tells	her	he	admires	what	she	said	about	going	wherever	the	universe	takes	her,	but	she	dismisses	it	as	metaphorical	and	encourages	him	to	make	his	own	decisions.	^	Welk,	Brian	(September	24,	2019).	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	30,	2020.	Retrieved	October	14,	2019.	endowing	Jesse	with	the	same	mix	of	(waning)	goofiness	and
(escalating)	existential	terror	that	propelled	him	through	the	finale".[152]	Liz	Shannon	Miller	elaborated,	in	her	review	from	The	Verge,	that	"[Paul's]	work	in	El	Camino	is	staggering,	given	the	high	difficulty	factor	that	comes	with	having	to	play	so	many	variations	of	this	character"	and	followed	this	by	stating	"what	makes	El	Camino	so	compelling	is
the	way	it	engages	with	how	he's	changed	since	those	early	days".[153]	In	contrast,	GQ's	David	Levesley	felt	El	Camino	did	not	utilize	Paul's	full	potential,	saying	that	"without	actors	to	bounce	off,	the	film	often	doesn't	know	what	to	do	with	him".[154]	Jesse	Plemons'	reprisal	of	Todd	Alquist	also	drew	positive	reviews,	with	Daniel	Fienberg	of	The
Hollywood	Reporter	mentioning	"Plemons	never	got	the	respect	he	deserved	...	MovieWeb.	"'El	Camino'	Draws	Solid	Opening-Weekend	Viewing,	Nielsen	Says".	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	12,	2019.	The	fact	that	much	of	Breaking	Bad	used	handheld	filming	inspired	this	decision.[58]	With	the	Alexa	65	camera	too	large	to	carry	while
filming,	Gilligan	achieved	the	"wiggling"	effect	by	placing	the	camera	on	top	of	a	truck	airbag,	which	could	be	inflated	and	deflated	easily	between	two	plastic	plates.[59]	Sets	and	locations	Filming	primarily	occurred	at	Albuquerque	Studios,	where	both	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul	were	shot,	along	with	other	locations	throughout	the	city.[56]
[61]	Wireless	microphones	would	be	planted	throughout	the	sets	and	on	the	actors	to	record	natural	ambient	noise	and	dialogue	while	shooting,	as	Gilligan	preferred	using	organic	sounds	over	applying	ADR	during	post-production.[62]	Notable	new	sets	built	in	the	studio	included	Todd's	apartment	and	the	welding	shop	where	Jesse's	final
confrontation	with	Neil	Kandy	and	Casey	took	place.	Retrieved	May	4,	2020.	"Breaking	Bad:	When	The	El	Camino	Movie	Is	Set".	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	26,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	3,	2021.	Chicago	Sun-Times.	"The	'El	Camino'	Cast	Is	Full	Of	Your	'Breaking	Bad'	Faves".	"'El	Camino':	'Breaking	Bad'	creator	explains
how	that	major	character	returned".	^	Thoman,	Lauren	(October	14,	2019).	"Bob	Odenkirk	Teases	'Better	Call	Saul'	Season	5:	"Everything's	on	Fire	and	It's	Burning	Down	Around	Us"".	"How	El	Camino	Fits	into	the	Breaking	Bad	Timeline".	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	10,	2020.	^	Jussim,	Matthew	(October	30,	2019).	Despite	resulting	in
a	continuity	error,	Gilligan	said	he	did	not	have	the	heart	to	clean	Walt's	bloody	handprint	from	the	prop	and	instead	left	it	in	as	an	intentional	Easter	egg	for	fans.[67]	In	addition	to	Albuquerque,	filming	locations	included	the	Painted	Desert	in	Arizona	(left)	and	around	the	Grand	Tetons	in	Wyoming	(right).	Retrieved	November	2,	2021.	"Breaking
Bad:	Walter	White's	Bloody	Handprint	Was	In	El	Camino".	Casey	fires	at	Jesse,	but	Jesse	kills	him	with	Neil's	gun.	Retrieved	May	5,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	27,	2019.	Retrieved	November	10,	2020.	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'	is	the	odds-on	favorite	to	win	at	Critics'	Choice	Awards	despite	Aaron	Paul's	snub".	Gold	Derby.
She	then	arranged	for	Gilligan	to	shoot	the	Better	Call	Saul	scene	with	Forster	in	person	during	the	film's	production,	months	before	filming	began	for	any	other	episodes.[66]	One	major	Breaking	Bad	location	that	had	to	be	rebuilt	primarily	on	stage	was	the	compound	that	held	Jesse	prisoner,	as	many	of	the	original	structures	had	been	torn	down.
"Breaking	Bad:	Aaron	Paul	on	that	top	secret	scene	in	El	Camino".	Principal	photography	began	in	secret	in	New	Mexico	in	November	2018,	lasting	nearly	50	days.	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	29,	2020.	As	such,	cast	members	of	Better	Call	Saul	became	aware	of	the	film	but	swore	to	secrecy	on	the	project.[87]	Days	before	El	Camino's
announcement,	Bob	Odenkirk,	who	starred	as	Saul	Goodman	on	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul,	teased	that	the	film	was	already	completed	and	that	the	producers	had	done	"an	amazing	job	of	keeping	it	a	secret".[88]	Editing	El	Camino's	rough	cut	had	an	original	runtime	of	three	hours,	with	an	estimated	30	percent	of	footage	left	out	of	the
finished	film.[89]	Gilligan	waited	until	filming	completed	before	entering	the	cutting	room	to	provide	feedback;	his	initial	viewing	of	editor	Skip	Macdonald's	rough	cut	was	his	first	time	seeing	any	production	footage	edited	together.[50]	Macdonald,	who	worked	on	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul,	mentioned	the	necessity	of	excising	and	shortening
scenes	to	sustain	audience	interest	while	also	preventing	the	film	from	overextending	its	runtime.[21][90]	He	also	described	maintaining	rhythm	and	pacing	without	the	use	of	commercial	breaks	as	one	of	the	biggest	differences	between	his	work	on	the	film	and	the	two	television	series.[90]	One	story	development	removed	during	post-production
involved	Jesse	getting	shot	in	the	side	during	his	final	showdown	with	Neil	and	Casey.[18]	This	would	have	been	followed	by	Ed	Galbraith	finding	a	wounded	Jesse	at	the	vacuum	store	the	following	morning,	the	latter	subsequently	opening	his	car's	trunk	to	reveal	the	cash	he	acquired	to	fulfill	his	end	of	the	bargain.[91]	While	Paul	asked	to	keep	this
sequence	in	the	final	cut,	Gilligan	felt	it	provided	little	payoff	for	the	viewers	and	chose	to	remove	it	to	let	the	film	reach	its	conclusion	quicker.[92][71]	Other	scenes	shortened	for	runtime	included	Jesse	further	relaxing	in	his	hotel	room	before	meeting	with	Walter	White	and	an	extended	sequence	of	Jesse	and	Jane	during	their	road	trip.[93][94]
Gilligan	confirmed	the	deleted	and	extended	scenes	would	be	available	as	bonus	features	for	El	Camino's	home	video	release.[18]	Music	Score	"The	Breaking	Bad	[score]	is,	at	times,	very,	very	spare	and	I	think	the	El	Camino	score	remains	true	to	that,	but	there	is	complexity	and	a	depth	to	the	music	that	is	fuller	and	greater	in	order	to	fill	more	sonic
space	in	a	theater.	^	Agar,	Chris	(October	13,	2020).	^	a	b	"DGA	Announces	2019	Awards	Nominees	for:	Movies	for	Television	&	Limited	Series;	Variety/Talk/News/Sports	–	Regularly	Scheduled	Programming;	Reality	Programs;	Children's	Programs;	Commercials;	and	Documentary".	^	a	b	c	d	Clayton,	Kyle	(November	14,	2019).	"Review:	El	Camino:
A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	13,	2019.	In	the	present,	Ed	drops	Jesse	off	at	a	car	parked	near	Haines,	Alaska.	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	16,	2020.	Retrieved	February	23,	2020.	Polygon.	^	Hedash,	Kara	(January	9,	2020).	^	Roush,	Matt	(September	16,	2020).	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	19,
2021.	it's	that	Jesse	got	left	behind	a	bit.	^	a	b	c	Hogg,	Trevor	(January	14,	2020).	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	9,	2020.	"'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	From	Creator	Vince	Gilligan	in	the	Works".	The	film	garnered	several	award	nominations,	winning	Best	Movie	Made	for	Television	at	the	Critics'	Choice	Television	Awards	and	Best	Motion	Picture
Made	for	Television	at	the	Satellite	Awards.	Retrieved	October	16,	2019.	the	very	nice	people	of	Alaska	would	welcome	him	into	the	community".[70]	Paul	believed	that	Jesse	is	"going	to	keep	his	nose	clean.	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	20,	2021.	"Editor	Skip	Macdonald	on	Cutting	'El	Camino,'	'Better	Call	Saul,'	and	'Breaking	Bad'".	Archived
from	the	original	on	October	14,	2020.	"'El	Camino'	Skinny	Pete	Missing	Scene:	What	Happened?".	Winter	Park,	FL:	Bonnier	Corporation.	Retrieved	June	15,	2020.	Rhee	incorporated	the	glass	office	in	the	back	of	the	set	to	include	breakage	during	the	climax	and	enhance	the	scene's	action	beats.[57]	Several	Breaking	Bad	locations	from	were	reused
for	El	Camino,	such	as	the	Pinkman	residence,	the	strip	mall	that	contained	Saul	Goodman's	office,	and	Ed	Galbraith's	vacuum	repair	shop.[65]	The	original	vacuum	store	had	sold	and	become	a	furniture	store	since	the	series	ended,	so	production	had	to	recreate	the	set	from	scratch	and	use	a	special	buyer	to	locate	identical	props	from	flea	markets
and	salvage	areas.[57]	Having	a	restored	vacuum	repair	store	set	provided	an	added	convenience	for	the	fifth	season	premiere	of	Better	Call	Saul,	which	aired	several	months	later.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	5,	2020.	Retrieved	April	26,	2020.	^	a	b	c	Sepinwall,	Alan	(October	19,	2019).	^	a	b	Bell,	Amanda	(October	11,	2019).	^
"International	Press	Academy	–	The	24th	Annual	Satellite	Awards"	(PDF).	Estimating	they	will	make	more	than	$1	million,	Walter	laments	having	waited	his	entire	life	to	do	something	special	and	calls	Jesse	lucky	since	he	will	not	have	to	wait.	^	Andreeva,	Nellie	(February	13,	2019).	Jesse	collects	the	driver's	licenses	of	the	remaining	men	and	lets
them	leave	after	threatening	to	return	and	kill	them	if	they	tell	the	police.	^	Kaye,	Ben	(October	12,	2020).	El	Camino	used	a	2.39	widescreen	aspect	ratio	on	the	Arri	Alexa	65	camera	to	capture	the	work	in	a	cinematic	manner.[2]	Gilligan	and	cinematographer	Marshall	Adams	specifically	chose	the	Alexa	65	for	its	quality	in	low-light	filming,	which	the
film	heavily	featured.	^	Ehrlich,	Brenna	(February	21,	2020).	"12	'Breaking	Bad'	stars	who	returned	for	Netflix's	sequel	movie	'El	Camino'".	He	called	to	tell	me	that	he	loved	me.	"Aaron	Paul	on	making	the	top-secret	'Breaking	Bad'	movie:	'It	felt	like	a	'Star	Wars'	set'".	^	Harnick,	Chris	(October	11,	2019).	^	Tartaglione,	Nancy	(October	27,	2021).
"Todd	makes	a	"Snow	Globe"	in	this	new	Breaking	Bad	short".	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	7,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	March	7,	2021.	However,	the	set's	palette	became	darker	going	further	into	his	bedroom,	indicative	of	Todd's	sociopathic	tendencies.[57]	Plemons	likened	the	apartment	set	to	looking	inside	the	Todd's	brain,
describing	an	absolute	chaos	beneath	the	apparent	order	on	the	surface.[63]	Rhee	also	designed	the	dimensions	of	the	apartment	set	to	fit	El	Camino's	aspect	ratio	when	shooting	overhead.	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	19,	2020.	Retrieved	April	30,	2020.	Plot	In	a	flashback	to	shortly	before	they	leave	Walter	White's	meth	business,[N	1]
Jesse	Pinkman	asks	Mike	Ehrmantraut	where	he	would	go	to	start	over.	"Jesse	Hasn't	Changed	His	Old	Ways	in	El	Camino	Deleted	Scene".	Knowing	that	they	are	being	surveilled,	Jesse	calls	his	parents	and	feigns	willingness	to	surrender.	Buzzfeed	News.	"The	teaser	for	Netflix's	Breaking	Bad	sequel	El	Camino	recalls	gruesome	details".	"'El	Camino:
A	Breaking	Bad	Movie':	Aaron	Paul	on	Jesse	Pinkman's	Wild	Ride".	Retrieved	April	4,	2022.	^	a	b	c	d	e	f	Itzkoff,	Dave	(August	24,	2019).	"MPSE	Golden	Reel	Awards:	'Ford	V	Ferrari',	'1917',	'Parasite',	'The	Mandalorian'	Among	Winners".	"Critics'	Choice	Awards	2020:	Fleabag,	Watchmen,	When	They	See	Us,	Unbelievable	Among	TV	Nominees".
Complex	Networks.	The	A.V.	Club.	^	Seth,	Radhika	(October	24,	2019).	Retrieved	December	5,	2019.	"'El	Camino':	Jesse	Plemons	calls	'Breaking	Bad'	sequel	'the	darkest	buddy	comedy	ever'".	"'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	Is	a	Sequel	Starring	Aaron	Paul	and	Will	Air	on	AMC	and	Netflix".	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	20,	2020.	It	drew	positive	reviews
from	critics,	who	praised	the	performances	of	Paul	and	Plemons,	as	well	as	Gilligan's	direction.	"Production	design	of	"El	Camino"	–	interview	with	Judy	Rhee".	Unlike	most	of	his	work	from	The	X-Files,	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul,	where	he	collaborated	with	a	writers	room	to	develop	his	scripts	and	meet	his	deadlines,	Gilligan	wrote	the	film's
screenplay	alone	until	he	felt	it	ready	to	present.	He	was	going	to	be	okay,	and	she	was	there	with	him".[43]	One	of	the	biggest	elements	removed	in	later	drafts	was	the	very	first	thing	Gilligan	wrote	for	the	script:	the	contents	of	Jesse's	letter	to	Brock.[44]	Gilligan	planned	on	having	it	read	in	voice-over	while	Jesse	drove	through	Alaska	in	the	final
scene;	Paul	described	it	as	"the	most	honest,	beautiful,	caring	letter	imaginable	—	really,	just	pouring	his	heart	out	and	saying	he's	sorry".[45]	While	the	Better	Call	Saul	staff	praised	the	letter's	contents,	Gould	and	several	others	felt	it	would	be	better	left	to	the	audience's	imagination	to	determine	what	Jesse	wrote.	^	Shaffer,	Marshall	(June	16,
2020).	Features	exclusive	to	the	Blu-ray	consisted	of	a	commentary	track	from	Vince	Gilligan	and	Aaron	Paul,	deleted	and	extended	scenes,	a	gag	reel,	and	scene	studies	with	Gilligan.	They	sidestep	Lou	Schanzer,	Todd's	busybody	neighbor,	and	bury	the	corpse	in	the	Painted	Desert.	Gilligan	then	revealed	his	intentions	to	continue	Jesse's	story	after
the	events	of	the	series,	much	to	Paul's	excitement.[31]	Though	he	thought	Breaking	Bad	concluded	satisfyingly,	Paul	still	felt	attached	to	the	character	of	Jesse	Pinkman;	fans	regularly	asked	him	of	Jesse's	whereabouts	and	he	occasionally	wondered	about	Jesse's	fate	himself.[32]	At	the	end	of	the	conversation,	Paul	showed	eagerness	to	be	involved
with	any	idea	Gilligan	had	for	a	Breaking	Bad	continuation.[29]	Gilligan	presented	Paul	with	a	completed	screenplay	seven	months	after	proposing	his	idea.[33]	Paul	spent	three	hours	in	Gilligan's	office	going	over	the	script	and	almost	instantly	felt	able	to	pick	up	on	Jesse's	mindset	and	emotional	beats.[32][34]	Following	his	initial	read-through,	Paul
said	he	was	so	impressed	with	the	screenplay	that	he	felt	speechless.[29][32]	He	likened	his	reaction	from	his	first	reading	of	El	Camino	to	his	response	from	his	first	reading	of	"Felina",	and	lauded	Gilligan	for	approaching	the	script	with	caution	and	care.[35]	Once	he	was	finished	with	the	screenplay,	Paul	continued	to	express	happiness	and
excitement	for	the	film,	which	he	called	a	"love	letter"	to	Jesse	and	Breaking	Bad's	fans.[29][35]	Though	Gilligan	had	been	involved	with	feature-length	films	before,	El	Camino	would	be	the	first	he	directed	and	produced.[2]	While	he	considered	the	concept	of	a	sequel	film	for	an	extended	period	after	Breaking	Bad's	conclusion,	Gilligan	stated	he
likely	would	not	have	been	able	to	make	it	had	Better	Call	Saul	been	unsuccessful.[36]	When	Gilligan	made	his	initial	film	pitch	to	Sony	Pictures	Television,	the	studio	behind	both	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul,	the	executives	in	the	room	quickly	agreed	to	come	on	board.	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	15,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on
July	17,	2020.	Radio	Times.	^	a	b	c	Burton,	Bryan	(June	23,	2020).	Directors	Guild	of	America.	^	a	b	Gemmill,	Allie	(August	24,	2019).	Initially,	the	episode	included	Ed	Galbraith	simply	as	a	voice-over,	as	the	episode's	budget	could	not	cover	the	cost	of	flying	actor	Robert	Forster	to	Albuquerque	and	rebuilding	the	vacuum	shop	set.	El	Camino	received
a	digital	release	on	Netflix	and	a	limited	theatrical	run	on	October	11,	2019,	with	an	AMC	television	premiere	on	February	16,	2020.	I	sensed	something	was	wrong,	but	I	got	on	a	plane	and,	when	I	landed,	he'd	died.	"'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	Headed	to	Netflix	This	Fall,	Teaser	and	Poster	Released".	^	Ferguson,	LaToya	(October	10,	2019).	"DGA	Awards:
Sam	Mendes	and	'1917'	Win	Best	Feature	Film".	"Netflix	Reveals	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie,	Release	Date,	First	Clip".	"Feinberg	Forecast:	Final	Projections	Ahead	of	Tuesday's	Emmy	Nominations".	Gilligan	would	keep	the	Better	Call	Saul	writers	room	involved	throughout	El	Camino's	production,	including	during	the	writing	process.[40]	This	was	to	not
only	ensure	the	two	projects'	continuity	did	not	interfere	with	one	another,	but	to	also	take	in	suggestions	to	improve	his	screenplay.	^	Dick,	Jeremy	(February	17,	2020).	January	7,	2020.	"Cinematographer	Marshall	Adams	on	Making	'El	Camino'	Into	a	Modern	Day	Western".	Albuquerque	Studios.	Moments	after	Jesse	finds	it,	policemen	Neil	Kandy
and	Casey	enter	and	begin	searching.	"The	Secrets	Behind	Bryan	Cranston's	Clandestine	'El	Camino'	Cameo".	Retrieved	September	22,	2019.	As	they	depart,	Jesse	recognizes	Neil	as	the	welder	who	built	the	tether	that	held	him	while	he	was	forced	to	cook	meth	for	the	Brotherhood.	^	Elvy,	Craig	(September	28,	2019).	Retrieved	February	18,	2020.
^	a	b	c	d	e	Phillips,	David	(June	4,	2020).	^	Hammond,	Pete	(August	6,	2020).	^	Harding,	Laura	(October	25,	2019).	El	Camino	additionally	gained	four	nominations	at	the	Primetime	Creative	Arts	Emmy	Awards	for	Outstanding	Television	Movie	and	other	technical	categories.	Aaron	Paul	as	Jesse	Pinkman,	a	former	meth	cook	who	once	partnered	with
Walter	White	Jesse	Plemons	as	Todd	Alquist,	one	of	Jesse's	captors	and	a	member	of	the	neo-Nazi	gang	that	forces	Jesse	to	cook	meth,	who	appears	in	flashbacks	before	his	death	Krysten	Ritter	as	Jane	Margolis,	Jesse's	deceased	girlfriend,	who	appears	in	a	flashback	Charles	Baker	as	Skinny	Pete,	Jesse's	friend	Matt	Jones	as	Brandon	"Badger"
Mayhew,	Jesse's	friend	Scott	Shepherd	as	Casey,	Neil's	associate	Scott	MacArthur	as	Neil	Kandy,	a	welder	involved	in	Jesse's	captivity	Tom	Bower	as	Lou	Schanzer,	Todd's	nosy	neighbor	Kevin	Rankin	as	Kenny,	one	of	Jesse's	captors	Larry	Hankin	as	Old	Joe,	the	owner	of	a	local	junkyard	who	previously	helped	Jesse	and	Walter	with	several	activities
connected	to	their	meth	business	Tess	Harper	as	Diane	Pinkman,	Jesse's	mother	who	has	a	strained	relationship	with	her	son	Michael	Bofshever	as	Adam	Pinkman,	Jesse's	father	who	has	a	strained	relationship	with	his	son	Marla	Gibbs	as	Jean,	an	Albuquerque	resident	seen	shopping	at	Best	Quality	Vacuum	Brendan	Sexton	III	as	Kyle,	an	employee	at
Kandy	Welding	Co.	Johnny	Ortiz	as	Busboy,	who	appears	in	a	flashback	serving	Jesse	and	Walter's	table	at	Owl	Café	Robert	Forster	as	Ed	Galbraith,	a	vacuum	cleaner	store	owner	who	relocates	people	and	gives	them	new	identities	Jonathan	Banks	as	Mike	Ehrmantraut,	former	business	partner	of	Jesse	and	Walter,	who	appears	in	a	flashback	Bryan
Cranston	as	Walter	White,	legendary	meth	kingpin,	and	Jesse's	deceased	former	partner	and	high	school	chemistry	teacher,	who	appears	in	a	flashback	Themes	and	style	While	El	Camino's	plot	focuses	on	Jesse	Pinkman	escaping	to	Alaska,	writer	and	director	Vince	Gilligan	stated	that	thematically,	the	film	centers	on	Jesse's	transformation	from	a	boy
to	a	man.	"The	Hidden	Breaking	Bad	References	in	El	Camino's	Musical	Score".	^	"Jesse	Plemons	and	Aaron	Paul	Arrived	in	the	Painted	Desert	via	Vince	Gilligan's	Helicopter	to	Shoot	a	Pivotal	'El	Camino'	Scene".	postPerspective.	In	doing	this,	Gilligan	could	create	the	shot	of	Jesse	searching	for	Todd's	money	in	several	different	rooms
simultaneously.[64]	For	the	welding	shop,	Rhee	wanted	to	maintain	the	accuracy	of	how	a	welding	business	appeared	and	match	its	exterior	location,	but	also	designed	the	set	for	the	scene's	stunt	choreography	and	necessary	camera	blocking.	The	Irish	News.	Retrieved	October	4,	2021.	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	19,	2019.	Vox.	Retrieved
October	29,	2019.	Albuquerque	Journal.	^	a	b	Ramos,	Dino-Ray	(January	19,	2020).	This	influenced	his	decision	to	write	it	as	a	direct	continuation	rather	than	inserting	exposition	scenes	to	try	to	attract	new	viewers.[2]	He	felt	El	Camino	could	be	seen	independently	from	both	Breaking	Bad	and	its	spinoff	Better	Call	Saul,	similarly	to	how	the	two
series	could	be	seen	independently	from	one	another.	^	a	b	c	Fernandez,	Maria	Elena	(October	14,	2019).	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	29,	2020.	^	Berman,	Judy	(October	11,	2019).	"In	El	Camino,	a	desperate	Jesse	Pinkman	tries	to	break	free	of	Breaking	Bad".	"Aaron	Paul	on	El	Camino:	It's	a	proper	way	to	say	goodbye	to	Jesse	Pinkman".
Archived	from	the	original	on	February	25,	2021.	^	a	b	c	Davids,	Brian	(April	15,	2022).	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	16,	2019.	It	continues	the	story	of	Jesse	Pinkman,	who	partnered	with	former	teacher	Walter	White	throughout	the	series	to	become	kingpins	of	an	Albuquerque	crystal	meth	empire.	Retrieved	January	7,	2020.	^
Montgomery,	Hugh	(October	11,	2019).	IndieWire.	"Jesse	Plemons	talks	his	extended	El	Camino	return,	Todd's	admiration	for	Jesse".	"'El	Camino':	Aaron	Paul	on	Why	Recreating	a	'Breaking	Bad'	Scene	Was	the	Movie's	Toughest	Moment".	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	17,	2019.	^	Samadder,	Rhik	(October	6,	2019).	"'El	Camino'	expected
to	give	the	'Breaking	Bad'-verse	its	third	PGA	Award".	Showbuzz	Daily.	And	they're	about	setting	him	on	the	road	where	Ed	[Galbraith]	leaves	him	at	the	film's	conclusion".[8]	Aaron	Paul	described	his	character	Jesse	as	someone	who	went	through	"hell	and	back	multiple	times"	and	is	still	"paying	for	those	sins",	but	Donna	Bowman	of	The	A.V.	Club
remarked	that	in	freeing	his	ambitions	from	Walter	White's	manipulations,	Jesse	found	his	own	redemption	and	avoided	his	mentor's	fate,	finally	giving	himself	a	chance	for	a	future.[14][15]	The	opening	flashback	with	Jesse	and	Mike	also	sets	the	theme	of	Jesse	wanting	to	start	over	while	also	making	things	right	with	his	past.	Clio	Awards.	Archived
from	the	original	on	March	19,	2019.	Samsung.	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	13,	2020.	^	Spencer,	Samuel	(October	11,	2019).	^	Bibel,	Sara	(October	1,	2013).	^	Russell,	Bradley	(June	5,	2020).	"Netflix	Sets	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	Theatrical	Release	for	One	Weekend	Only".	^	Kiefer,	Halle	(June	9,	2019).	"Robert	Forster	Saluted	For	His	Acting
Skill	And	Personal	Warmth	in	Online	Tributes".	"Emmys:	Television	Academy	Spreads	72nd	Awards	Presentations	Over	Six	Nights	In	September,	Reduces	Number	Of	Primetime	Categories".	"El	Camino	is	the	Breaking	Bad	finale	for	everyone	who	thought	Jesse	got	a	raw	deal".	April	28,	2021.	^	Patches,	Matt	(September	22,	2019).	"This	New	Song
For	Breaking	Bad	Movie	El	Camino	Is	a	Subtle	Hint	at	Jesse	Pinkman's	Most	Defining	Moment".	Archived	from	the	original	on	March	6,	2020.	^	a	b	Ryan,	Patrick	(October	19,	2019).	^	Eger,	Chris	(October	14,	2019).	Range	365.	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	15,	2020.	^	Montgomery,	Daniel	(December	30,	2019).	Guns.com.	"The	Year	in
Creativity,	2019	–	Part	1".	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie':	TV	Review".	Archived	from	the	original	on	November	2,	2020.	^	"Waiting	With	Huell".	^	Bowman,	Donna	(October	11,	2019).	In	the	present,	Jesse	sneaks	into	Todd's	apartment	and	searches	for	Todd's	new	hiding	place.	^	Venable,	Nick	(February	19,	2020).	He	asked	himself	what
happened	to	Jesse	Pinkman	after	the	events	of	the	episode,	when	Jesse	escaped	from	the	neo-Nazis'	compound	after	being	rescued	by	Walter	White.[18]	Though	he	kept	Jesse's	fate	ambiguous	in	the	finale's	script,	during	interviews	Gilligan	offered	two	possible	futures:	a	more	realistic	one	where	the	police	caught	him	a	few	miles	from	the	compound,
and	a	second,	more	optimistic	one	where	Jesse	got	away	but	still	had	to	cope	with	the	terrible	things	he	witnessed	throughout	the	series.[25][26]	In	the	intervening	years,	Gilligan	toyed	with	both	approaches.	November	1,	2019.	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'	Was	Originally	3	Hours	Says	Aaron	Paul".	Mike	says	if	he	were	younger,	he	would	go	to
Alaska,	an	idea	Jesse	finds	appealing.	KRQE.	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	24,	2020.	"How	many	Emmys	did	Breaking	Bad	win?".	He	incorporated	the	idea	into	his	script,	and	Jane	ultimately	delivered	the	final	lines	of	El	Camino.[13][42]	Krysten	Ritter,	who	reprised	the	role	in	the	film,	called	the	ending	with	her	character	"so	beautiful"	as	it
"sent	Jesse	off	into	the	sunset	with	Jane	riding	shotgun	...	^	Gates,	Christopher	(March	9,	2020).	^	Lattanzio,	Ryan	(August	24,	2019).	After	the	escorts	leave,	he	asks	for	$1,800,	and	Neil	refuses.	"DP	Chat:	Marshall	Adams	talks	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	^	Ryan,	Patrick	(October	10,	2019).	^	Snierson,	Dan	(October	12,	2020).	Cinema	Audio
Society.	"Aaron	Paul	and	Vince	Gilligan	reveal	two	alternate	endings	to	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	September	29,	2019.	^	Saperstein,	Pat	(October	11,	2019).	^	Travers,	Ben	(October	12,	2019).	The	26-track	double-LP	featured	Porter's	score	and	many	of	El	Camino's	licensed	tracks.[103]	Licensed	tracks	Licensed	tracks	were	used	sparingly
in	El	Camino.[95]	Three	prominent	in	the	final	cut	included	"Sharing	the	Night	Together"	by	Dr.	Hook	&	the	Medicine	Show,	which	Todd	sings	in	the	car	during	his	and	Jesse's	road	trip,	"Spikey"	by	Red	Snapper,	which	played	over	the	montage	where	Jesse	searches	Todd's	apartment,	and	"Static	on	the	Radio"	by	Jim	White,	which	ran	over	the	end
credits.[104]	Other	licensed	tracks	include:[105]	"I'd	Really	Love	to	See	You	Tonight",	by	England	Dan	&	John	Ford	Coley	"Curzon",	by	Demdike	Stare	"Kountry	Gentleman",	by	Family	Force	5	"Call	Me	the	Breeze",	by	Lynyrd	Skynyrd	"To	Sir	with	Love",	by	Lulu	"A	Little	Bit	of	Soap",	by	The	Jarmels	"If	I	Didn't	Have	a	Dime",	by	Ron	Moody	and	the
Centaurs	Marketing	Netflix	officially	announced	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	on	August	24,	2019,	unveiling	the	title,	description,	poster,	logo,	teaser	trailer	and	the	October	11,	2019	release	date	for	the	film.[106]	Days	prior,	Netflix	accidentally	listed	the	film	on	its	website,	which	users	quickly	noticed	before	it	got	pulled.[107]	Due	to	the
secrecy	of	the	project,	fans	and	critics	alike	were	taken	aback	by	the	sudden	announcement,	as	well	as	by	learning	that	the	release	date	would	come	sooner	than	expected.[108][109][110]	Trailers	The	first	teaser	released	during	El	Camino's	announcement	featured	a	scene	where	the	DEA	interrogated	Skinny	Pete	on	Jesse	Pinkman's	whereabouts.	As
backroad	travel	in	the	Painted	Desert	required	a	permit,	Gilligan	received	special	permission	from	the	Navajo	Nation	for	filming.[37]	Cast	members	Paul	and	Plemons	reached	the	Painted	Desert	set	by	a	helicopter	flown	by	Gilligan	himself,	who	was	a	licensed	pilot.[68]	The	scene	where	Todd	sings	"Sharing	the	Night	Together"	in	his	El	Camino	was
also	shot	in	the	area;	Gilligan	noted	that	Plemons	improvised	the	gesture	Todd	gives	to	the	truck	driver.[37]	Gilligan	later	referred	to	his	time	filming	in	the	Painted	Desert	as	the	single	best	day	of	directing	in	his	career.[69]	Another	sequence	filmed	outside	of	Albuquerque	was	the	concluding	scene	of	Jesse	driving	towards	his	new	life	in	Haines,
Alaska.	^	McVey,	Ciara	(August	20,	2019).	"El	Camino	Soundtrack:	Every	Song	In	The	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	"Bryan	Cranston	confirms	'Breaking	Bad'	movie	happening".	^	a	b	Hullfish,	Steve	(August	30,	2020).	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	25,	2019.	Pete	devises	a	plan	to	make	it	appear	Jesse	fled	after	trading	the	El	Camino	for	Pete's	Ford
Thunderbird.	Both	Gilligan	and	Paul	speculated	Jesse	would	still	be	haunted	by	these	demons,	even	in	his	new	life	in	Alaska,	but	he	at	least	achieved	some	form	of	vengeance	for	his	past	by	ridding	the	world	of	an	evil	person.[13][14]	Breaking	Bad	was	often	categorized	as	a	contemporary	Western;	this	theme	is	also	present	in	El	Camino.[16][17]
Gilligan	expressed	his	admiration	for	director	Sergio	Leone	and	his	love	for	the	Western	genre	–	he	originally	wanted	to	film	Breaking	Bad	in	the	CinemaScope	format	Leone	used	for	the	Dollars	Trilogy	and	got	his	wish	in	El	Camino.[2][18]	Many	critics	noted	scene	with	the	duel	between	Jesse	and	Neil	as	being	directly	in	the	style	of	Western	films.
[19][20]	Gilligan	referenced	The	Good,	the	Bad	and	the	Ugly	and	other	classic	gunfights	to	sequence	the	scene	with	comparable	camera	coverage	techniques,	likewise	composer	Dave	Porter	used	Western	elements	in	the	scene's	score.[21][22]	Ben	Travers	of	IndieWire	traced	the	film's	Western	influences	to	its	"sweeping	landscapes,	lone	survivor,	and
final	stand-off",	while	Matt	Zoller	Seitz	of	Vulture	called	El	Camino's	title	"unabashedly	Western-tinged"	and	cited	the	final	shot's	lack	of	overt	sentimentality	as	being	true	to	the	spirit	of	classic	Westerns.[23][24]	Production	Development	El	Camino	follows	Jesse	Pinkman,	portrayed	by	Aaron	Paul,	after	the	events	of	Breaking	Bad.	^	Hibberd,	James
(July	28,	2020).	"'Breaking	Bad'	Prequel	&	Sequel	Score	Emmy	Noms	As	'Better	Call	Saul'	&	'El	Camino'	Both	Vie	For	Top	Prizes".	Retrieved	February	28,	2020.	"'El	Camino'	Trailer:	Aaron	Paul's	Jesse	Pinkman	Is	'Ready'	in	First	Full	Look	at	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie".	He	learns	from	the	radio	news	of	Lydia	Rodarte-Quayle's	potentially	fatal	poisoning,[N
4]	and	of	Walter's	death.[N	3]	In	a	flashback	to	Jesse's	captivity,[N	5]	Todd	takes	Jesse	to	Todd's	apartment	to	help	dispose	of	his	cleaning	lady,	whom	he	killed	after	she	discovered	his	hidden	money.	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	24,	2013.	"Aaron	Paul:	'Breaking	Bad	changed	my	life'".	Archived	from	the	original	on	March	4,	2021.	Bustle.
Archived	from	the	original	on	December	19,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	21,	2019.	^	a	b	c	d	e	f	g	h	i	j	k	Sepinwall,	Alan	(October	15,	2019).	"'El	Camino'	Ending	Explained:	What	Happened	at	the	End	of	the	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	and	Will	There	Be	a	Sequel?".	"The	Cinematography	and	Color	Grading	of	'El	Camino':	A	Creative	and
Technical	Achievement".	However,	he	also	believed	the	three	works	existed	together	in	a	larger	framework,	and	that	viewers	needed	to	watch	all	of	them	together	to	receive	the	full	experience.[18]	When	thinking	of	which	Breaking	Bad	characters	to	use	for	El	Camino,	Gilligan	considered	bringing	back	Skyler	White,	Walter	Jr.,	Hank	and	Marie
Schrader,	Gus	Fring,	and	Saul	Goodman	but	could	not	find	a	way	to	incorporate	them	into	Jesse's	story.[37]	An	early	concept	included	bringing	back	Uncle	Jack	as	a	ghost	that	goaded	Jesse	throughout	his	journey,	but	Gilligan	discarded	this	idea	as	too	dreary	as	he	felt	Jesse	already	suffered	enough.[18]	Of	the	characters	he	ended	up	using,	Gilligan
felt	most	excited	to	bring	back	the	sociopathic	Todd	Alquist,	as	he	maintained	fascination	with	the	character	and	wished	he	could	have	been	further	explored	on	the	series.[13]	Jesse	Plemons,	who	portrayed	Todd,	expressed	surprise	at	his	deceased	character's	sizable	role	upon	first	reading	the	script,	and	described	his	portion	of	the	film	as	Todd,	free
from	supervision	of	his	elders,	having	his	best	day.[38][39]	He	also	likened	his	scenes	with	Jesse	to	a	dark	buddy	comedy.[38]	With	Todd	and	the	rest	of	the	neo-Nazi	gang	canonically	dead	at	the	end	of	"Felina",	Gilligan	felt	the	film	needed	a	new	villain	to	introduce	conflict	for	Jesse	in	the	present	storyline.	Seeing	the	Woodsman	in	Jesse's	waistband,
Neil	challenges	Jesse	to	a	duel	for	his	share	of	the	cash.	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	8,	2019.	"'Ford	v	Ferrari,'	'Once	Upon	a	Time	in	Hollywood'	Sound	Mixers	Among	CAS	Nominees".	^	Fienberg,	Daniel	(April	6,	2020).	Retrieved	April	16,	2020.	^	a	b	Bell,	Amanda	(June	23,	2020).	^	Prange,	Stephane	(August	26,	2020).	Retrieved	October
12,	2019.	^	Drury,	Sharareh;	Beresford,	Trilby	(August	24,	2019).	Archived	from	the	original	on	November	17,	2019.	However,	Bernstein	recognized	that	both	Forster	and	the	rebuilt	set	would	be	available	as	part	of	El	Camino.	^	Snierson,	Dan	(September	30,	2013).	"Krysten	Ritter	on	'Nightbooks'	and	the	Legacy	of	'Breaking	Bad'".	Archived	from	the
original	on	November	29,	2020.	The	next	morning,	Jesse	calls	Old	Joe	to	dispose	of	the	El	Camino,	but	Joe	leaves	after	discovering	its	LoJack.	"'Better	Call	Saul's'	Vince	Gilligan	on	the	'Bagman'	Desert	Shoot:	"Just	Pure	Hell"".	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	23,	2019.	Burnsville,	MN.	"The	El	Camino	Soundtrack	Doesn't	Overshadow	Jesse's
Journey".	Fuhrmann,	Jeff	Cranford,	Gregg	Barbanell	and	Alex	Ullrich	Nominated	Outstanding	Television	Movie	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	Nominated	Producers	Guild	of	America	Awards	January	18,	2020	Outstanding	Producer	of	Streamed	or	Televised	Motion	Pictures	Mark	Johnson,	Melissa	Bernstein,	Charles	Newirth,	Vince	Gilligan,	Aaron
Paul	and	Diane	Mercer	Nominated	[188][189]	Satellite	Awards	December	19,	2019	Best	Actor	–	Miniseries	or	Television	Film	Aaron	Paul	Nominated	[190][173]	Best	Motion	Picture	Made	for	Television	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	Won	Saturn	Awards	October	26,	2021	Best	Action	or	Adventure	Film	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	Nominated
[191][192]	Best	Actor	in	a	Film	Aaron	Paul	Nominated	Writers	Guild	of	America	Awards	February	1,	2020	Television:	Long	Form	–	Adapted	Vince	Gilligan	Nominated	[193][194]	^	Additional	nominees:	Robin	Le	Chanu,	Charles	Newirth	(unit	production	managers),	John	Wildermuth	(first	assistant	director),	Katy	Galow	(second	assistant	director),
Nathan	E.	Retrieved	December	7,	2020.	"El	Camino's	biggest	unanswered	questions".	Palmer,	Larry	B.	"Watch	Bryan	Cranston	Transform	into	Walter	White	in	Less	Than	a	Minute".	^	a	b	c	d	e	f	Sepinwall,	Alan	(October	12,	2019).	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	14,	2019.	Pete	stays	with	the	El	Camino	and	waits	for	police	to	respond	to	the



LoJack.	Davis	(second	second	assistant	director),	Melissa	Bosco-Laude,	Chad	Goyette	(additional	second	assistant	directors)[184]	^	a	b	The	72nd	Primetime	Creative	Arts	Emmy	Awards	ceremony	took	place	from	September	14	to	September	17,	2020	and	on	September	19,	2020.	Retrieved	April	28,	2020.	^	a	b	Wigler,	Josh	(October	11,	2019).	"WGA
Awards:	'Parasite'	and	'JoJo	Rabbit'	Among	Film	Winners".	^	a	b	Phillips,	David	(June	29,	2020).	"El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	watched	by	25	million-plus	households	in	first	week".	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'	Spoiler	Review:	Getting	the	Band	Back	Together	for	a	Gunslinging	Netflix	Coda".	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	12,	2020.
Retrieved	April	27,	2020.	"'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'	Release	Date	Announced	in	First	Teaser".	Retrieved	April	17,	2022.	Retrieved	October	25,	2019.	"'Breaking	Bad':	Creator	Vince	Gilligan	explains	series	finale".	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	27,	2021.	Retrieved	June	21,	2020.	Retrieved	June	5,	2020.	^	Maccar,	David	(October	14,
2019).	The	Spill	Magazine.	Retrieved	October	18,	2019.	Lectrosonics.	"The	'El	Camino'	Exit	Survey".	Saint-Laurent,	Quebec,	Canada.	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	22,	2021.	"Prepare	for	the	'Breaking	Bad'	Movie	With	Netflix's	Unbearable	Supercut	of	Jesse	Pinkman's	Pain".	Retrieved	October	19,	2019.	Gilligan	agreed	and	eventually	settled	on
the	title	El	Camino,	referring	to	the	car	Jesse	drives	away	with	in	"Felina".[13]	Near	the	tenth	anniversary	of	Breaking	Bad's	premiere,	Gilligan	started	sharing	the	idea	with	former	cast	and	crew	members	as	a	means	to	celebrate	the	milestone.[2]	Aaron	Paul,	who	portrayed	Jesse	in	the	series,	affirmed	that	around	this	time,	he	received	a	phone	call
from	Gilligan,	who	hinted	at	a	return	for	his	character.[29][30]	Paul	initially	believed	this	meant	a	cameo	on	Better	Call	Saul,	which	was	a	prequel	to	Breaking	Bad.	Den	of	Geek.	After	his	parents	and	the	police	depart,	Jesse	sneaks	into	the	Pinkman	home	and	takes	two	pistols	from	his	father's	safe,	a	Colt	Woodsman	and	an	Iver	Johnson	Hammerless.
[10][11]	Jesse	drives	to	Neil's	shop,	where	Neil,	Casey,	and	three	friends	celebrate	with	escorts	and	cocaine.	Retrieved	May	18,	2020.	Screen	Rant.	^	Bibel,	Sara	(August	13,	2013).	Forster	died	on	the	day	of	El	Camino's	release,	making	the	film	one	of	his	final	on-screen	appearances.	"'Breaking	Bad'	Movie,	Starring	Aaron	Paul,	Coming	to	Netflix	in
October".	"'El	Camino'	Composer	Dave	Porter	on	Returning	to	the	World	of	'Breaking	Bad'".	^	Power,	Tom	(October	18,	2019).	Retrieved	October	22,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	20,	2019.	He	instead	chose	to	have	flashbacks	filmed	in	a	"handheld"	look	while	having	the	present-day	scenes	more	anchored	and	locked-down.
Retrieved	October	10,	2021.	"New	Breaking	Bad	Video	Reveals	The	Story	Behind	Todd's	Creepiest	Snow	Globe".	^	Levesley,	David	(October	11,	2019).	"Jesse	Plemons	Reflects	On	'El	Camino,'	Acting	Opposite	Philip	Seymour	Hoffman	In	'The	Master'	&	More".	In	a	flashback,[N	7]	Walter	and	Jesse	have	breakfast	after	a	multi-day	meth	cook.	^	a	b	c
Meslow,	Scott	(October	14,	2019).	^	Weintraub,	Steve	"Frosty"	(October	13,	2019).	Retrieved	October	17,	2019.	"How	'El	Camino'	Honors	and	Moves	Beyond	'Breaking	Bad'".	13".	"Aaron	Paul	Explains	Jesse's	Letter	at	the	End	of	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	"Aaron	Paul	exclusive	interview:	El	Camino	star	talks	about	the	diner	scene,	teases
more	Breaking	Bad	stories".	Retrieved	June	29,	2020.	"Actor	Tony	Dalton	opens	up	about	Better	Call	Saul	–	Exclusive	interview".	^	Davenport,	Khris	'Khal'	(October	12,	2020).	^	Adams,	Erik	(October	11,	2019).	Jesse	finds	Ed	Galbraith,	the	"disappearer",	who	wants	US$125,000	to	aid	Jesse,	plus	another	$125,000	for	the	previous	occasion	when	Jesse
hired	him	but	failed	to	commit.[N	6]	Jesse	is	$1,800	short	and	Ed	refuses	to	help.	^	"El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	TV	Guide.	^	a	b	"2019	Winners".	Retrieved	March	27,	2020.	Entertainment	Weekly.	Upon	completion	of	his	first	draft,	Gilligan	immediately	sought	the	advice	of	Peter	Gould,	who	developed	Better	Call	Saul	with	Gilligan	and	became
its	sole	showrunner	after	Gilligan	reduced	his	own	role	on	the	series.[41][28]	The	decision	to	bring	Jane	Margolis	into	the	story	resulted	from	this	consultation,	as	the	initial	script	did	not	include	the	character.	^	Meyer,	Joshua	(October	14,	2019).	Fuhrmann,	Jeff	Cranford,	Gregg	Barbanell	and	Alex	Ullrich	Won	[186][172]	Primetime	Creative	Arts
Emmy	Awards	September	16,	2020[b]	Outstanding	Single-Camera	Picture	Editing	for	a	Limited	Series	or	Movie	Skip	Macdonald	Nominated	[174][180]	Outstanding	Sound	Mixing	for	a	Limited	Series	or	Movie	Phillip	W.	"Jesse	Pinkman	is	Back:	The	Curious	Guns	of	El	Camino".	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	2,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original
on	April	17,	2022.	^	THR	Staff	(January	25,	2020).	"Bryan	Cranston	on	'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'".	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	17,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	21,	2019.	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	1,	2019.	Alan	Sepinwall	of	Rolling	Stone	stated	that	"if	the	[Breaking	Bad]	conclusion	had	a	flaw	...	Vulture.
Archived	from	the	original	on	June	8,	2020.	PopCulture.com.	The	project	remained	unconfirmed	until	Netflix	released	a	trailer	on	August	24,	2019.	That	you	didn't	have	to	wait	your	whole	life	to	do	something	special",	tying	the	scene	to	El	Camino's	theme	of	Jesse	finally	taking	control	of	his	life.[13]	Filming	Under	the	working	title	Greenbrier,	a
majority	of	the	filming	occurred	in	Albuquerque	from	November	2018	to	February	2019,	with	the	overall	shoot	lasting	50	days.[47][48][2]	El	Camino	had	a	more	relaxed	shooting	pace	than	Breaking	Bad,	with	only	one-and-a-half	to	three	pages	of	script	filmed	per	day	as	opposed	to	six	to	eight.[2]	This	less-pressured	schedule	gave	the	actors	more
opportunities	to	improvise	on	set,	while	providing	the	crew	members	additional	time	to	film	a	wider	variety	of	shots	and	further	camera	coverage.[49][50]	Gilligan	felt	the	slower	pace	allowed	him	to	reflect	and	feel	a	greater	sense	of	finality	for	his	creation	whilst	filming.[18]	Despite	not	portraying	their	characters	since	the	show's	ending	several
years	prior,	cast	members	felt	at	ease	reprising	their	former	roles.[51][52]	Paul	filmed	his	scenes	without	any	rehearsals,	as	he	felt	he	could	easily	access	Jesse's	emotions	the	same	way	he	could	on	the	series.[32]	He	likened	his	reprisal	as	Jesse	to	zipping	on	an	old	friend.[53]	El	Camino	also	used	many	of	the	same	crew	members	who	held	their	roles
since	the	pilot	of	Breaking	Bad,	as	several	carried	over	to	Better	Call	Saul	when	the	show	concluded.[30]	The	first	thing	filmed	for	El	Camino	was	the	scene	where	Jesse	shows	up	at	Badger	and	Skinny	Pete's	house	and	collapses	into	bed;	Paul	compared	his	first	day	of	shooting	with	Gilligan,	Matt	Jones,	Charles	Baker	and	the	show's	former	crew
members	to	a	family	reunion.[54][55]	Cinematography	The	Arri	Alexa	65	was	chosen	to	film	El	Camino	due	to	its	quality	in	capturing	low-light.	^	a	b	c	Snierson,	Dan	(October	13,	2019).	Local	iQ.	Retrieved	September	30,	2021.	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	26,	2021.	Little	White	Lies.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	30,	2021.	^	Hipes,
Patrick	(March	4,	2021).	^	a	b	Brueggemann,	Tom	(October	13,	2019).	"Production	Designer	Judy	Rhee	Enters	the	World	Of	'Breaking	Bad'	With	'El	Camino'".	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	20,	2020.	Retrieved	January	11,	2020.	Gilligan	intended	for	El	Camino	to	have	a	theatrical	release,	which	Netflix	previously	provided	for	some	of
Breaking	Bad's	season	premieres.	Yahoo!.	^	Wigler,	Josh	(October	16,	2019).	^	Sepinwall,	Alan	(October	11,	2019).	"El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	Soundtrack	Gets	First-Ever	Release	from	Mondo".	"Aaron	Paul	on	the	"Beautiful,	Crazy	Story"	of	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	11,	2019.	^	Chow,
Andrew	(October	11,	2019).	"Aaron	Paul:	'Even	after	I	tested	for	Breaking	Bad,	no	one	wanted	me	to	play	Jesse	Pinkman'".	Pop	Disciple.	"Aaron	Paul	Reveals	Whether	Or	Not	He	Thinks	There	Will	Be	More	'Breaking	Bad'	To	Come	After	'El	Camino'".	Men's	Journal.	Fandango	Media.	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	6,	2021.	Adams	applied	the	same
principle	for	other	scenes	which	used	locations	from	the	series,	such	as	the	compound	and	the	vacuum	store.[58]	To	distinguish	the	flashback	scenes	from	the	ones	set	in	the	present,	Gilligan	decided	against	using	different	color	saturation.	It	is	not	designed	to	exist	as	a	standalone	movie	as	much	as	something	watched	after	the	end	of	season	five".
[165]	Richard	Roeper	of	Chicago	Sun-Times	concurred,	saying	"you'll	be	as	lost	as	Badger	without	Skinny	Pete	if	you	tried	to	watch	this	sharp	and	compelling	sequel	without	having	seen	the	series".[166]	When	speaking	as	to	which	audience	would	enjoy	the	film,	Vadim	Rizov	of	Sight	&	Sound	remarked	that	"El	Camino	will	only	work	for	fans	who	can
recall	who	all	these	familiar	faces	are	–	the	nostalgic	pull	and	possibility	for	reconnection	are	sometimes	recapped	in	dialogue,	most	of	it	avoiding	the	ludicrously	expository,	but	outsiders	will	be	baffled".[167]	Accolades	El	Camino	received	several	nominations	in	the	streaming	or	television	film	categories	from	major	industry	award	ceremonies	where
Breaking	Bad	previously	won	multiple	accolades	in	the	television	series	categories.[168][169][170]	Three	awards	won	by	the	film	included	Best	Movie	Made	for	Television	at	the	Critics'	Choice	Television	Awards,	Outstanding	Achievement	in	Sound	Editing	–	Single	Presentation	at	the	Golden	Reel	Awards,	and	Best	Motion	Picture	Made	for	Television
at	the	Satellite	Awards.[171][172][173]	For	the	72nd	Primetime	Creative	Arts	Emmy	Awards,	El	Camino	received	four	nominations:	Outstanding	Television	Movie,	Outstanding	Single-Camera	Picture	Editing	and	Outstanding	Sound	Mixing	for	a	Limited	Series	or	Movie,	and	Outstanding	Sound	Editing	for	a	Limited	Series,	Movie,	or	Special.[174]	Many
critics	predicted	that	Paul	and	Plemons	would	be	respectively	nominated	for	Outstanding	Lead	Actor	and	Outstanding	Supporting	Actor	in	a	Limited	Series	or	Movie	for	their	roles	in	the	film,	but	both	actors	were	left	off	when	the	nominees	were	announced.[175][176]	As	Breaking	Bad	collected	a	total	of	sixteen	Emmy	Awards	throughout	its	run,	some
critics	also	felt	El	Camino	could	potentially	win	Outstanding	Television	Movie	based	on	the	series'	prior	clout	with	voters.[177][178][179]	However,	Bad	Education	went	on	to	claim	the	award,	while	Watchmen	won	in	every	technical	category	where	El	Camino	was	nominated.[180]	Award	Date	of	ceremony	Category	Nominees	Result	Refs	Cinema	Audio
Society	Awards	January	25,	2020	Outstanding	Achievement	in	Sound	Mixing	for	Television	Movie	or	Limited	Series	Phillip	W.	^	Miller,	Liz	Shannon	(October	11,	2019).	"Watch	This	Previously-Unreleased	Scene	From	'El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie'".	"ART	OF	THE	CUT	with	the	editor	of	"El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie"".	^	Miller,	Matt
(September	10,	2019).	The	Guardian.	^	a	b	Keegan,	Rebecca	(October	14,	2019).	"Saturn	Awards	Winners:	'Star	Wars:	The	Rise	Of	Skywalker'	Leads	With	Five	Prizes	–	Full	List".	Archived	from	the	original	on	July	25,	2019.	^	Politi,	Daniel	(August	25,	2019).	"Skip	Macdonald	('El	Camino'	editor)	on	the	differences	between	'Breaking	Bad'	and	its
sequel	Netflix	movie".	"El	Camino	takes	Breaking	Bad	and	makes	it...	^	"Spill	New	Music:	Reuben	and	the	Dark	Shares	New	Video	+	Winter	Tour	Dates	|	"Black	Water"	Featured	in	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	Trailer".	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	7,	2020.	^	Russell,	Bradley	(October	18,	2019).	Jesse	gives	Ed	a	letter	for	Brock	Cantillo	and
acknowledges	he	does	not	want	to	say	goodbye	to	anyone	else.	Judy	Berman	of	Time	called	his	portrayal	"mesmerizing",	citing	Paul's	ease	at	"fully	re-inhabiting	a	role	he	hadn't	played	for	years	...	^	Snierson,	Dan	(October	23,	2019).	"How	Did	'El	Camino'	Stay	Such	A	Secret?	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	28,	2021.	Retrieved	March	30,	2022.
Regarding	El	Camino	as	a	coda	to	Breaking	Bad,	Gilligan	believed	the	film	would	primarily	appeal	to	fans	and	would	not	be	as	enjoyable	to	those	who	had	not	watched	the	series.	He	also	credited	cinematographer	Marshall	Adams,	editor	Skip	Macdonald	and	composer	Dave	Porter,	all	of	whom	worked	on	Breaking	Bad	and	Better	Call	Saul,	for	helping
El	Camino	"return	to	the	original	show's	grammar".[155]	Writing	for	Entertainment	Weekly,	critic	Darren	Franich	called	Gilligan's	style	"energetic"	and	lauded	the	larger	budget	being	applied	"more	for	high	anxiety	than	flashy	pyrotechnics",	citing	El	Camino's	cinematography,	editing	and	montages	as	examples.[156]	Erik	Adams	of	The	A.V.	Club
found	the	Western	imagery	a	bit	"clumsily	deployed"	but	commended	the	scale	of	the	film.[157]	As	a	Breaking	Bad	continuation	From	a	narrative	perspective,	several	critics	praised	El	Camino	as	a	continuation	of	Breaking	Bad.	He	knows	how	to	work	with	his	hands,	and	so	he	just	needs	to	refresh	those	skills	and	become	the	artist	that	he	was	always
meant	to	be".[14]	However,	neither	Gilligan	nor	Paul	definitively	ruled	out	the	possibility	of	a	sequel	film	to	El	Camino.[13][30]	Gilligan	wanted	to	create	a	new	story	outside	of	the	Breaking	Bad	universe	once	he	helped	finish	the	final	season	of	Better	Call	Saul,	but	indicated	a	slight	chance	of	returning	to	Jesse's	storyline	if	everyone	still	held	interest.
[2][13]	He	suggested	a	possible	sequel	could	take	place	in	Haines.[70]	Paul	said	he	would	be	interested	in	playing	Jesse	again	if	Gilligan	felt	he	had	more	story	to	tell,	but	highly	doubted	such	a	scenario	could	occur	since	the	film	gave	the	character	a	satisfying	ending.[51]	He	also	expressed	a	desire	to	work	with	Gilligan	again,	regardless	if	the	project
was	related	to	Breaking	Bad	or	not.[195]	Though	Paul	signaled	warmth	to	the	idea	of	seeing	Jesse's	adventures	in	Alaska,	he	also	declined	the	prospect	of	a	new	Breaking	Bad	season	that	would	focus	on	him.[51][196]	Paul	later	confirmed	that	he	would	reprise	Jesse	Pinkman	on	the	final	season	of	Better	Call	Saul,	and	reaffirmed	that	any	other	return
to	the	character	required	Gilligan's	involvement.[46]	Notes	^	During	the	events	of	"Buyout"	and	"Say	My	Name",	set	around	early	2010.[4][5][6]	^	Set	in	autumn	2010,	immediately	after	the	events	of	"Felina".[7]	^	a	b	c	As	depicted	in	"Felina".[8]	^	Identified	offscreen	as	Lydia	Rodarte-Quayle.[9]	^	After	the	events	of	"Granite	State".[8]	^	As	depicted
in	"Confessions".[8]	^	During	the	events	of	"4	Days	Out".[12]	^	Set	after	the	events	of	the	cold	open	flashback	in	"Abiquiu".[4]	^	The	original	song	by	The	Platters	previously	appeared	in	"Mandala".[113]	^	Where	he	supposedly	resided	since	"To'hajiilee".[121]	References	^	"El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie".	^	Chitwood,	Adam	(October	14,	2019).
"Laura	Fraser	reacts	to	her	Breaking	Bad	character's	El	Camino	fate".	February	16,	2020.	^	a	b	Boucher,	Geoff;	Ramos,	Dino-Ray	(January	12,	2020).	CNN.	"Breaking	Bad	creator	Vince	Gilligan	breaks	down	El	Camino	–	and	how	he	decided	which	characters	to	revive".	^	"Albuquerque	Studios:	Recent	Productions".	"Updated:	ShowBuzzDaily's	Top
150	Sunday	Cable	Originals	&	Network	Finals:	2.16.2020".	^	Hough,	Q.V.	(October	11,	2019).	"Ranking	the	Cameos	From	'Breaking	Bad'	and	'Better	Call	Saul'	in	'El	Camino'".	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	24,	2022.	The	Daily	Beast.	"CS	Score:	Bride	of	Frankenstein	and	El	Camino's	Dave	Porter	&	Thomas	Golubić".	It's	that	a	two-hour	version
of	that	answer,	as	beautiful	as	it	looks	and	as	well-acted	as	it	is,	was	wholly	superfluous".[162]	Franich	compared	El	Camino	to	a	television	reunion	special,	calling	it	"a	playful	project,	very	fun,	not	always	necessary".[156]	Less	complimentary	was	the	BBC's	Hugh	Montgomery,	who	described	it	as	"a	franchise	extension	as	lazy	and	vacuous	as	anything
dreamt	up	on	the	big-screen".[163]	However,	Alissa	Wilkinson	of	Vox	reasoned	that	the	enjoyment	of	El	Camino	"comes	from	seeing	your	favorite	characters	again,	not	finally	resolving	missing	pieces	that	have	tortured	your	sleep	for	six	years".[164]	Critics	also	noted	the	necessity	of	having	seen	the	entirety	of	the	series	before	watching	the	film.
Forbes.	As	Jesse	spent	the	entirety	of	Breaking	Bad	as	Walter	White's	partner,	El	Camino	in	contrast	shows	Jesse	coming	to	terms	with	his	past	and	making	his	own	decisions,	free	of	White's	influence.[13]	This	theme	is	prevalent	in	the	flashbacks	that	bookend	El	Camino,	with	Mike	Ehrmantraut	at	the	beginning,	and	Walter	White	and	Jane	Margolis	at
the	end.	^	Giardina,	Carolyn	(December	10,	2019).	Retrieved	October	27,	2021.	Other	features	on	both	the	Blu-ray	and	DVD	included	a	commentary	track	from	multiple	members	of	the	cast	and	crew,	a	behind-the-scenes	documentary,	promotional	teasers	and	trailers,	and	visual	effects	design	galleries.[149]	Reception	Critical	response	On	the	review
aggregator	website	Rotten	Tomatoes,	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	holds	an	approval	rating	of	91%	based	on	129	reviews,	with	an	average	rating	of	7.3/10.	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	25,	2020.	"Breaking	Bad	Movie	Gets	AMC	Premiere	Date,	Following	a	Full	Series	Marathon".	Retrieved	June	12,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on
April	13,	2020.	^	Wilkinson,	Alissa	(October	13,	2019).	The	crew	delivered	footage	with	requested	color	changes	to	on-site	FotoKem	members,	who	then	applied	the	changes	to	get	the	dailies	out	fairly	quickly	for	Adams'	review.[59]	Adams	saw	El	Camino	as	a	way	to	pay	homage	to	original	Breaking	Bad	cinematographer	Michael	Slovis.[60]	Though
Adams	took	over	as	director	of	photography	during	the	third	season	of	Better	Call	Saul,	he	previously	filmed	pick-ups	with	Slovis	during	the	end	of	Breaking	Bad's	fourth	season	and	served	as	cinematographer	during	the	show's	fifth	season	premiere.[56][58]	For	El	Camino,	Adams	took	great	lengths	to	match	Slovis'	lensing	from	the	series	while
modifying	it	for	the	film's	digital	format	and	larger	aspect	ratio.[60][58]	He	specified	the	opening	of	Jesse	driving	out	of	the	compound	as	one	scene	he	updated	using	this	approach,	likening	it	to	a	"direct	cut"	from	Jesse's	last	appearance	in	Breaking	Bad's	finale.	External	links	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	at	IMDb		El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad
Movie	on	Netflix	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	at	AllMovie	Retrieved	from	"	Its	critical	consensus	reads,	"Entertaining	if	not	essential,	El	Camino	adds	a	satisfying	belated	coda	to	the	Breaking	Bad	story	–	led	by	a	career-best	performance	from	Aaron	Paul".[150]	Metacritic,	which	uses	a	weighted	average,	assigned	El	Camino	a	score	of	72	out	of
100	based	on	34	critics,	indicating	"generally	favorable	reviews".[151]	Aaron	Paul's	performance	as	Jesse	Pinkman	received	near-unanimous	acclaim.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	25,	2022.	Media	Play	News.	"'Better	Call	Saul's'	'Breaking'	Point:	How	It's	Gearing	Up	for	Gus	Fring".	"Aaron	Paul	says	El	Camino	really	is	the	end	for	Jesse
Pinkman".	"Record-Breaking	'Parasite'	Scores	the	Best	Platform	Opening	Since	'La	La	Land'".	^	Nyren,	Erin	(March	16,	2019).	^	Gomez,	Adrian	(November	6,	2018).	The	Movie's	Production	Designer	Has	Answers".	^	Rowles,	Dustin	(February	2,	2020).	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	21,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	29,	2020.	^
Shoemaker,	Allison	(February	21,	2020).	Retrieved	June	8,	2020.	"Aaron	Paul	Remembers	'El	Camino'	Co-Star	Robert	Forster".	^	a	b	c	Weiss,	Josh	(October	11,	2019).	"'Breaking	Bad'	Returns:	Aaron	Paul	and	Vince	Gilligan	Take	a	TV	Classic	for	a	Spin	in	'El	Camino'".	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	27,	2021.	^	Sorren,	Martha	(October	11,
2019).	^	Dwilson,	Stephanie	Dube	(October	12,	2019).	Retrieved	March	7,	2021.	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	4,	2020.	^	a	b	Ames,	Jeff	(October	30,	2020).	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	18,	2020.	^	Roeper,	Richard	(October	11,	2019).	Jesse	hides,	but	holds	Casey	at	gunpoint	after	Casey	finds	him.	"Hadestown,	The	Ferryman	Lead	2019
Tony	Award	Winners".	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	11,	2019.	Adams	specified	this	as	the	"realistic,	practical-driven	looks	for	night	exteriors	and	low-light	interiors	that	embraced	all	the	colors	and	looks	of	Albuquerque"	that	he	used	on	Better	Call	Saul.[56]	By	combining	the	Alexa	65	with	Arri	Prime	DNA	lenses,	Adams	could	capture	low-
light	efficiently,	control	depth	of	field,	and	also	maintain	color	contrast	and	balance.[59][56]	Adams	graded	El	Camino's	color	palette	with	DaVinci	Resolve;	he	did	not	let	Breaking	Bad	dictate	which	colors	he	used	and	opted	to	make	a	palette	specific	to	the	film.	October	9,	2019.	^	Schwartz,	Ryan;	Caruso,	Nick	(December	8,	2019).	^	Greene,	Steve
(October	14,	2019).	^	a	b	Brow,	Jason;	Swan,	Allison	(October	8,	2019).	Retrieved	June	10,	2020.	Cast	&	crewUser	reviewsTriviaIMDbProA	day	in	the	life	of	Leo	and	his	daughter,	Molly,	as	he	floats	through	alternate	lives	he	could	have	lived,	leading	Molly	to	wrestle	with	her	own	path	as	she	considers	her	future.A	day	in	the	life	of	Leo	and	his
daughter,	Molly,	as	he	floats	through	alternate	lives	he	could	have	lived,	leading	Molly	to	wrestle	with	her	own	path	as	she	considers	her	future.A	day	in	the	life	of	Leo	and	his	daughter,	Molly,	as	he	floats	through	alternate	lives	he	could	have	lived,	leading	Molly	to	wrestle	with	her	own	path	as	she	considers	her	future.36User	reviews66Critic
reviewsMetascore	The	roads	not	taken	was	a	film	that	had	great	cast	and	one	on	paper	great	idea	but	even	if	cast	worked	well,that	idea	wasnt	able	to	be	made	in	a	better	way	or	to	be	made	with	more	precise	and	direction,dialogue	in	a	film	was	getting	repipative	after	some	time	and	story	was	in	mess	in	some	scenes	that	were	suppose	to	explain
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2019	film	by	Vince	Gilligan	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	MoviePromotional	posterDirected	byVince	GilliganWritten	byVince	GilliganBased	onBreaking	Badby	Vince	GilliganProduced	by	Mark	Johnson	Melissa	Bernstein	Charles	Newirth	Vince	Gilligan	Aaron	Paul	Diane	Mercer	Starring	Aaron	Paul	Jesse	Plemons	Scott	MacArthur	Scott	Shepherd	Charles
Baker	Matt	Jones	Robert	Forster	CinematographyMarshall	AdamsEdited	bySkip	MacdonaldMusic	byDave	PorterProductioncompaniesSony	Pictures	TelevisionGran	Vía	ProductionsHigh	Bridge	ProductionsDistributed	byNetflixRelease	date	October	11,	2019	(2019-10-11)	Running	time122	minutes[1]CountryUnited	StatesLanguageEnglishBudgetMore
than	$6	million[2]Box	officeAt	least	$40,000[3]	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	(or	simply	El	Camino)	is	a	2019	American	neo-Western	crime	thriller	film	that	serves	as	a	sequel	and	epilogue	to	the	television	series	Breaking	Bad.	"Breaking	Bad's	Aaron	Paul	on	El	Camino,	alternate	endings	and	shooting	in	secret".	^	a	b	c	d	e	Altman,	Randi	(October
23,	2019).	Retrieved	October	30,	2019.	"Vince	Gilligan	Says	El	Camino:	A	Breaking	Bad	Movie	Balanced	the	'Scales	of	Justice'	for	Jesse	Pinkman".	Josh	Spiegel	of	/Film	wrote	that	"if	you	loved	Breaking	Bad	...	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	20,	2020.	Retrieved	January	6,	2020.	"Adams,	Macdonald	Reflect	On	Lensing,	Editing	"El	Camino:	A
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